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Co-discovered by the Americans and French in
1984, the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV),
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remains elusive, and a cure nowhere in sight.
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from the dean

OUR medical students,
residents and fellows are preparing for
a lifetime of professional practice in a
world far different from what most of
us have experienced. Patterns of travel
and migration mean that any community may include visitors and residents
of many backgrounds. Diseases that
were once limited in geographic scope
may now be encountered throughout the world. Geopolitical, energy
and climate challenges have global
consequences. Students today need an understanding of the role of cultures and
traditions, and how they shape individuals’ and families’ responses to health and
illness to best fulfill their professional calling.
It is the mission of the University of Michigan to “serve the people of Michigan
and the world …” — indeed, it is a core value of the institution. As a leader in academic medicine, the Medical School community has an obligation to share our
knowledge and expertise with those who can benefit, whether they are in Ann
Arbor, Africa or Asia. It is not a one-way street; partnering around the world
exposes us to new ideas and innovative methods, improving our own ability to
teach, to serve, and to learn.
Globalism takes many forms, from training obstetricians and gynecologists in
Ghana so they can provide health care to their own people, to partnering with
leading Chinese universities in physician education, to collaborating on mutually
beneficial clinical and basic research in places like Asia and South America. As
we strive to have a global presence, we are seeking to better prepare current and
future generations of Michigan students to serve our own diverse community
and create the future of medicine through discovery and collaboration.
Sincerely,
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Also:

When Cancer
Strikes Identity

Errant Wings
The editors should be informed that the
cover image of the summer 2009 issue
is incorrect. The symbol of medicine
is a single rough staff and a single serpent; the dual serpent has never been

A Confusion of Symbols
We heard from a number of you about the summer
issue’s cover image being an incorrect symbol for medicine; of course, all
of you are absolutely right. We were somewhat consoled to learn just how
pervasive the confusion is; nevertheless,
we should not have got it wrong.
The historical and correct symbol of
medicine is the rod of Asclepius. Asclepius was a Greco-Roman god of medicine
and son of Apollo, the god of healing and
truth. His simple staff with a single coiled
serpent has endured as the traditional
symbol of medicine for millennia.

the proper symbol of medicine and the
healing arts.

Richard Alan Lewis (M.D. 1969,
M.S. and Residency 1974)
Houston, Texas

Rick Krupinski
Editor

Rod of
Asclepius

my life by bringing all these new, fantas-

pleasure to read, and I thank you most

Celebrating Michigan,
Then and Now

tic and awesome changes in medicine

sincerely for the effort.

to my attention.

“The Journey Begun” (summer 2009)

Barbara Carnahan Smith Fry
(M.D. 1948)
Friday Harbor, Washington

Basil Hirschowitz, M.D.
Birmingham, Alabama

impressed and amazed me. Those four
fantastic individuals absolutely blew
me away: what they have already done,
what they are doing now as students,

Note: Dr. Fry’s essay is posted as a Web
Exclusive in the online version of this issue.

and their incredible potential as physi-

It Takes a Team
Thank you for the great article in the
summer issue that highlights the care
provided to head and neck cancer

cians. I greatly admire and respect

Innovating Medicine at Michigan

patients (“Form and Function”). As a

them! This article, which so vividly

I am highly impressed with the per-

speech pathologist employed at the

demonstrates the passage of time and

severance and innovation in research

U-M Health System for the past 21

the changes over the years, caused

currently going on at the University of

years, I’ve had the distinct honor and

me to dust off an essay I wrote several

Michigan (“From Mind to Market,” sum-

privilege to work with this patient group

years ago for a memoir class. Because

mer 2009). Dr. Geiger and team: keep

— Drs. Bradford, Chepeha, Wolf and

my experience was so radically differ-

up the good work!

Eisbruch, as well as the many other

ent from these modern participants

Kofi Boakye-Denkwa

members of the multidisciplinary head

in medicine, I thought my essay might

and neck cancer treatment team. The

have merit from an historical viewpoint.

Many thanks for the summer issue that

individuals involved in the manage-

It is a celebration of the 22 women

includes the article on the develop-

ment of this difficult disease bring a

medical students in the class of 1948.

ment of fiber optic instruments, which

tremendous amount of compassion

It is also a celebration of the University

have indeed revolutionized the practice

and commitment to their patients. In

of Michigan, as I owe so much of what

of medicine (“Light at the End of the

every aspect, they truly represent the

my life has been to my eight years in

Fiber”). The article was well-con-

“Michigan difference” in patient care.

its care and instruction. Thank you for

structed and demonstrated a thorough

your publication, which contributes to

understanding of the subject. It was a

Marc Haxer
Tecumseh, Michigan
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In the Lab

Hidden Risk
Examining the link
between breast density
and cancer
There are many variations to
women’s breasts, but the important differences are more than meets the eye.
One of them — high breast density — is
a major risk factor for breast cancer.

A

B

C

Mammograms representing (A) low, (B) moderate, and (C) high breast density from three
pre-menopausal women of similar age and with similar breast size.

Some women’s breasts contain a
reduce the effect of non-genetic factors

dense glandular tissue that changes

such as delayed childbearing, use of

related to breast density, Douglas col-

in response to hormones associated

contraceptives and hormone therapy,”

lects massive amounts of data about

with menstruation, pregnancy and

Douglas says.

the Amish women enrolled in the study.

The most common and inexpensive

A Lancaster radiologist takes screening

in more than 75 percent of the breast

way to measure breast density is with

mammograms for each woman and

have a risk of breast cancer that is four-

a mammogram. Fatty tissue appears

sends thems to the U-M to be digitized

to six-times higher than women with

dark on a mammographic image,

and scored for density. DNA is extract-

mostly fatty breast tissue.

while dense tissue and tumors show

ed from blood samples. Blood tests

up as white. It’s harder to spot tumors

measure individual levels of hormones

known risk factor for breast cancer, af-

against a white background, which is

and other factors. Characteristics like

ter age and mutations in the BRCA1 or

why radiologists are interested in the

height, weight, body mass index and

BRCA2 genes, but no one knows why.

amount of density in the image.

number of live births are captured and

Breast density is the third-strongest

Julie Douglas, Ph.D., an associate

Douglas says the study wouldn’t be

recorded in a database.

professor of human genetics, hopes to

possible without the expertise of U-M

Since all the women in the study are

find out with help from 1,500 Old Order

collaborators Heang-Ping Chan, Ph.D.,

descendants of original Lancaster County

Amish women in Lancaster County,

professor of radiology, and Mark Helvie,

settlers, Douglas has been able to connect

Pennsylvania. She is the principal

M.D. (Residency 1986), professor of

them in one 13-generation pedigree.

investigator on a five-year, $3 million

radiology and director of the breast

“We have hundreds of pairs of sis-

NIH-funded study to identify genes that

imaging program. The pair and their

ters, thousands of pairs of first cousins

affect breast density. Doing so is the

colleagues developed a computer-as-

and tens of thousands of more dis-

first step to understanding the link be-

sisted method that classifies each pixel

tantly related cousins,” Douglas says.

tween breast density and cancer, which

in a mammographic image as black or

“Having all these pair-wise relation-

Douglas says could account for about

white, then calculates breast density by

ships will allow us to compare genomes

one-third of all cases of the disease.

finding the ratio between the number

of related women with similar breast

of white pixels and total pixels in the im-

density scores and identify genes in

the Amish is that they have unique cul-

age. “It gives us a reproducible quanti-

common.” —SALLY POBOJEWSKI

tural and reproductive behaviors that

tative measurement,” Douglas says.

“One of the advantages of studying
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menopause. Women with dense tissue
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To analyze the complex set of factors

lot of fatty tissue. Others have more

Stimulus Funding
Reaches Medical School

UTI Vaccine Shows Promise
Medical School scientists have taken a major step toward
a vaccine to prevent uncomplicated urinary tract infections — a disease that strikes 53 percent of women and 14 percent of men at least
once in their lives. Untreated urinary tract infections can lead to permanent kidney damage, and people with repeated UTIs can develop
resistance to antibiotics used to treat the condition.
The U-M vaccine works by priming the body’s immune response to
specific proteins on the surface of uropathogenic strains of Escherichia coli, the bacterium that causes most uncomplicated UTIs. When
U-M scientists tested the experimental vaccine in mice, it generated
a strong immune response to these bacterial proteins and prevented
mice from being infected with E. coli bacteria in their urinary tracts. If
the vaccine works as well on people as it did in mice, it could lead to
the first UTI vaccine available in the United States.
Administered through the nose, the vaccine induces an immune
response in mucosal tissue lining the urinary tract, which helps the
body fight infection where it starts, says Harry L.T. Mobley, Ph.D., the
Frederick G. Novy Collegiate Professor and chair of microbiology and
immunology, who directed the research.
“The results of our initial animal studies were very encouraging,”
says Mobley. “Now, we hope to connect with clinicians and move on to
a phase 1 clinical trial in humans.” The U-M has applied for patent protection and is looking for licensing partners to help move the vaccine

left: scott galvin, u-m photo services
right: tetra images

to market. —SP

More on the Web

Harry Mobley and the study’s first author, Chris Alteri, Ph.D.,
examine petri dishes containing colonies of uropathogenic E. coli bacteria.

Medical School researchers
are a big reason the University of Michigan
has received $47.5 million in federal research
funding to date from the federal economic
stimulus package known as the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act.
“Despite the recent slowdown in federal
funding for biomedical research, our faculty
has succeeded in obtaining government
funding for many important new projects,”
says Steve Kunkel, Ph.D., senior associate
dean for research. “These new stimulus
grants will help us conduct research to solve
medical challenges, speed innovations from
the lab to the bedside, train tomorrow’s researchers and provide upgraded laboratory
facilities and equipment.”
Some research awards will fund Medical
School scientists studying potential treatments for epilepsy, cardiac arrhythmias
and cancer. Other awards are supporting
efforts to develop a vaccine to protect
children from ear infections and an imaging-based system to determine if cancer
treatments are working. Kunkel expects
additional stimulus grants to be awarded
in future months. —SP
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Mice Stay Younger, Longer
In research supported by the National Institute on
Aging, Richard Miller, M.D., Ph.D., studies drugs
with the potential to delay disease and slow aging in
mice. Treatments that slow down the aging process
in mice might do the same for people someday.
Although he’s tested several promising candidates, Miller says a drug called rapamycin is the new
front-runner in anti-aging research. In independent
studies conducted at three NIA-funded research
institutions, rapamycin extended the lifespan of
middle-aged mice from 9 percent to 14 percent
compared to animals that didn’t receive the drug.
“While other results have been promising, the
rapamycin effect is bigger and worked even when
started in late middle-age,” says Miller, a professor
of pathology and associate director of research at
the U-M Geriatrics Center. —SP
More on the Web

Cell Replacement
for Parathyroid
Takes Major Step
Using human embryonic stem
cells, researchers at the U-M Medical
School have created live cultures of
parathyroid-like cells that secreted an
essential calcium-regulating hormone
called PTH. The research is an important step toward a new cell transplant
therapy to help patients with damaged
or diseased parathyroid glands.
“We used human embryonic stem
cells as a model to work out the
recipe to make parathyroid cells,” says
Gerard M. Doherty, M.D., the Norman
W. Thompson Professor of Endocrine
Surgery. Federally approved embryonic
stem cell lines used in the study were
supplied by the Michigan Center for
Human Embryonic Stem Cell Research.
Humans have four rice grain-sized
parathyroid glands located in the neck
next to the thyroid gland. If they become diseased or are damaged during
surgery, they stop secreting PTH. Without this calcium-regulating hormone,
patients develop osteomalacia — a
form of bone loss similar to rickets.
Doherty’s ultimate goal is to use cells
from a patient’s thymus gland to regenerate functioning parathyroid cells. Using the patient’s own cells would eliminate the need for immunosuppressive
drugs to prevent the immune system
goes well, Doherty says an effective cell
replacement therapy could be available
within five to 10 years. —SP
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emilia stasiak

from rejecting the cell transplants. If all

Nano for Burns?
Medical School scientists
have shown that a nanoemulsion lotion,
developed at the U-M and licensed to
NanoBio Corporation, sharply curbed
bacterial growth and reduced inflammation in animals with second-degree
burns. According to Mark Hemmila
(M.D. 1994), associate professor of surgery, the nanoemulsion could eventually replace existing topical antimicrobial
agents, which have a limited ability to
penetrate burned skin and kill sub-surface bacteria, and don’t have a strong
effect on inflammation. Before testing
in people, additional research is needed
to examine the nanoemulsion’s effects
on the overall healing process. —SP
More on the Web

Targeting IPF
Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis,

Dialogue between a dendritic cell (orange)
and self-reactive T cells (tan) is interrupted
by a regulatory T cell (green).

Understanding Immune Response

or IPF, causes progressive lung scarring
and thickening that make it difficult,
and eventually impossible, to breathe.
There is no treatment and the average survival time after diagnosis is
less than three years. But now Medical
School researchers have developed a
new experimental treatment for IPF
that stopped the progression of fibrosis
in mice and preserved their lung function. Treatment inhibits the activity of
an enzyme called NOX4, which U-M
scientists discovered is key to the

Wesley tanner

formation of fibrotic scar tissue in the
lungs and other organs. The researchers plan to develop the treatment for
future testing in human patients. —SP
More on the Web

What keeps aggressive immune system T cells
from attacking the body’s own cells? Part of the
answer, according to Ruma Banerjee, Ph.D., the
Vincent Massey Collegiate Professor of Biological Chemistry, is in the chemical environment
between the cells. A new study from Banerjee’s
research team found that regulatory T cells can
change this environment in ways that either cool
down or ramp up the immune response. Understanding how this mechanism works could
lead to new treatments for autoimmune diseases,
such as inflammatory bowel disease, multiple
sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis and lupus. —SP
More on the Web
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Diagnosing the
Diagnostics
New findings on
radiation exposure
from imaging tests
The standard procedure for
physicians when diagnosing illness is
to confirm its presence with state-ofthe-art tests. In today’s technologically
advanced world of medicine, those

Brahmajee Nallamothu

tests often include imaging studies
that utilize radiation. Now, after a recent study on the levels of exposure to

“There are a number of stud-

16 percent of all procedures, but ac-

radiation from such tests in the U.S., a

ies showing that many physicians

counted for nearly 50 percent of the

change in protocols may be needed.

aren’t even aware of this issue,” adds

total exposure to patients.
Even before this study, the U-M was

2004), lead author of the study and a

leading the charge to improve safety

ing,” says Brahmajee K. Nallamothu,

cardiologist at Emory University. The

by justifying the use of each proce-

M.D. (Fellowship 2004), an author

study also included colleagues at Yale,

dure, seeking alternative methods that

of the study who is a U-M associate

Columbia, Mayo and Johns Hopkins,

professor of internal medicine and a

and was published in the New England

might be safer, and minimizing radia2
tion exposure during imaging.

staff cardiologist at the VA Ann Arbor

Journal of Medicine in August.

Healthcare System. As a clinical

In the study, nearly 1 million adults

Fazel and Nallamothu recommend
that patients take an active role in

researcher, Nallamothu recognized the

age 18-64 from five health care mar-

reducing their risk by understanding

need to examine the use of these tests

kets across the U.S. were identified

why their physician is recommending

on patients throughout their lifetime.

from UnitedHealthcare claims data.

a procedure, asking if there are safer

The utilization data from this group

alternatives, and requesting that the

examination,” he says. “If you have

from 2005-07 was used to estimate

facility providing the imaging be certi-

chest pain, for example, it’s likely that

cumulative effective doses of radiation

fied for safe operating procedures.

you’re going to get more than one

from imaging procedures. Exposures

Nallamothu stresses that imag-

test, such as a stress test and possibly

were estimated using the concept of

ing tests are a vital, lifesaving part of

a cardiac catheterization. We ap-

effective dose, which is expressed in

medical care. “Our study isn’t about

proached the research by asking: If a

millisieverts and reflects how harmful

eliminating imaging tests,” he says.

single test in one person has a certain

a given exposure is to the body.

“It’s about using them better — that is,

“Rarely do patients undergo a single

associated risk and is raising con-
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Reza Fazel (M.D. 2001, Residency

Computed tomography (CT) scans

only when necessary and in the best

cerns, how many of these tests are oc-

were among the procedures expos-

manner possible to reduce the risks to

curring or being repeated in the same

ing patients to the largest amounts of

patients.” —NICK CHARLES

patient over longer periods of time?”

radiation. CT scans constituted only

Medicine at Michigan
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“We decided to research this topic
because of the rise in medical imag-

A New View of the Safest
Hospitals for Surgery

Health Briefs
When tissue or blood type incompatibilities prevent a willing friend
or family member from donating a
kidney to a transplant patient, new

A new U-M study overturns a long-held convention that the
safest hospitals are those with the lowest complication rates. The study found
that after major surgery, complications happen in about one out of six patients,
a rate that remained fairly consistent among the 186 participating hospitals. It
was what happened after the complication that mattered.
“The general assumption has been that high-mortality hospitals simply
have higher complications rates,” says John D. Birkmeyer, M.D., the George D.
Zuidema Professor of Surgery and chair of surgical outcomes research at the
Medical School. Birkmeyer, along with lead author Amir Ghaferi, M.D., a surgical
resident, and Assistant Professor of Surgery Justin Dimick, M.D., found that lowmortality hospitals are those with teams that are most proficient in rescuing
patients from potentially catastrophic complications. Despite similar patterns
in complications, patients treated at high-mortality hospitals were nearly twice
as likely to die after a serious post-surgical complication.
The study used data
on 84,730 patients
undergoing general
and vascular surgery at
hospitals participating in
the American College of
Surgeons National Surgical Quality Improvement
Program. The mortality rate varied dramatically, from 3.5 percent
at the best hospitals to
6.9 percent at the very
high-mortality hospitals.

scott soderberg, u-m photo services

Birkmeyer says the study
shows that “Rather than
focusing only on what
the surgeon does in the
operating room, we need
to focus on what’s happening on the wards and
in the intensive care unit
afterward.” —RK
More on the Web

U-M software seeks to match that
pair with other pairs in the same
situation. The match enables the
donor from the first pair to donate
to the recipient from the second
pair, and the donor from the second pair to donate to the recipient
from the first pair.
More on the Web

Cheerleading is the leading cause
of catastrophic injury among
young female athletes today, according to Amy Miller Bohn, M.D.,
assistant professor of family medicine. Data show that injury rates
rose from nearly 5,000 in 1980 to
close to 28,000 in recent years.
Bohn says cheerleading is now a
competitive sport with increased
difficulty and risk for serious injury,
and that more safety measures
and supervision are needed.
More on the Web

Medical School researchers will
lead a $10.25 million collaboration among 15 academic medical
centers and the Nephcure and
Halpin foundations to study rare
kidney diseases that lead to kidney
failure and the need for dialysis.
Known collectively as nephrotic
syndrome, the diseases, while rare,
contribute to nearly 12 percent of
kidney failures at an annual cost of
more than $3 billion. —RK
More on the Web
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Dear Doctor …
Students’ innovation
models process
It began as an idea between
two first-year medical students; it ended up a disarmingly simple innovation
to patient-physician communication.

Andrew Lin
and Aaron Farberg

Introduced to patients early in their
medical education through the Family
Centered Experience, which matches
students with patient-families for a two-

experimenting with fonts, making trips

medicine and cardiac units, with con-

year period, Andrew Lin, from Los An-

to Kinko’s, often into the small hours of

trol groups in each.

geles, and Aaron Farberg, from Chicago,

the night. Flanders and Kim urged the

quickly recognized what so many of us

students to apply for one of the Medical

satisfaction among patients who used

experience: questions that patients want

School’s Fostering Innovations Grants,

the notes. Lin and Farberg are gathering

to ask their doctors often occur to them

which encourage innovative solu-

patient survey data and hope to publish

after the physician has moved on — or

tions and improvements in the Health

the results of their study in a medical ed-

don’t occur to them at all.

System.

ucation journal, and perhaps present at

“When people are dealing with

Farberg and Lin’s project was funded.

a national conference. Ultimately, they’d

chronic disease in particular,” says

They interviewed patients. They spoke

like to see the concept spread through-

Farberg, “it’s a lot to take in and difficult

with stakeholders — nurses, physicians,

out the hospitals, and to outpatient

to think of everything, including what

housekeeping staff whose responsibil-

clinics as well. “It helps patients chart

questions to ask.”

ity it would be to place the items when

their own care,” says Farberg. “Family

preparing rooms for new patients. They

members and friends will sometimes

were provided with the means to write

held focus groups. “We didn’t want to

leave questions, too.”

down questions, and maybe even

harm the chain of communications,”

“Doctors say it holds them more ac-

prompted with questions typical to

Farberg says, “so we carefully sought

countable,” Lin says. “The questions are

many patients’ situations? Questions

and listened to input from hospital staff

there. They have to answer them.”

like, what tests are planned for today?

and patients, and watched out for any

What medications will I be on?

negatives.” They also sought the counsel

cians less frequently with patient

of the Health System’s marketing and

questions, thanks to the notepads. Now

liscroft during one of his open office

communications staff, who directed

in their second year, the enterprising

hours sessions,” says Lin. The dean

them to U-M Printing Services so they

duo is quick to credit the support they

suggested they seek the guidance of

wouldn’t have to wield paper-cutters

got along the way. “It wasn’t just us,” Lin

hospitalists Scott Flanders, M.D., and

anymore.

says. “We couldn’t have done it without

“We took our idea to Dean Wool-

Chris Kim, M.D. (Residency 2004).
Encouraged and mentored by Flan-

The students produced 1,000
notepads they call Dear Doctor Notes,

Nurses report they’re paging physi-

so many helpful people directing us to
the next step.” —RICK KRUPINSKI

ders and Kim on logistics and process,

shrink-wrapped with companion pens,

Lin and Farberg began modeling a pro-

and conducted a pilot program lasting

Questions? E-mail Farberg and Lin at

totype — cutting paper into squares,

more than two months in the general

deardoctor@umich.edu.

Medicine at Michigan
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What if, the two wondered, patients
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Anecdotal feedback indicates high

County, U-M Create Autopsy Partnership
In an alliance that’s rare in the United States, the U-M

New Leader for
School’s Largest
Department

morgue has been doubled in size and capacity, and all of Washtenaw
County’s autopsies will now be performed in the renovated facility —
effectively doubling the educational opportunities for medical students
to participate or observe. The county contributed to the cost of renovations, and the chief medical examiner has moved his office to the medical campus. The partnership centralizes the county’s efforts to improve
death investigations, and furthers the U-M’s goal of establishing an
academic center of excellence in forensic pathology. —RK

Former Faculty Member Heads NIH

John Carethers

Nationally recognized
gastroenterologist and Detroit
native John M. Carethers, M.D.,

Francis S. Collins, M.D., Ph.D., former faculty member in the

is the new leader of the Medical

departments of Internal Medicine and Human Genetics and pioneering leader of the

School’s Department of Internal

Human Genome Project, was sworn in as director of the National Institutes of Health

Medicine. Chief of gastroenterol-

on August 17. The NIH funds research at its 27 institutes and centers, as well as at

ogy at the University of California,

universities nationwide.

San Diego, and director of UCSD’s

Collins was on the faculty of the Medical School from 1984 to 2003. While at the

Development Center since 2004,

fibromatosis and Huntington’s disease. He also co-authored the definitive medical

Carethers began his U-M appoint-

genetics text, Principles of Medical Genetics.

ment November 1.

During a leave of absence from the U-M, Collins led the Human Genome Project

left: national institutes of health; right: mary masson

NIH Digestive Disease Research

U-M, he identified the gene for cystic fibrosis and discovered the genes for neuro-

As chair, Carethers will over-

— which mapped and sequenced all human DNA — to successful completion in

see 585 faculty members in 12

2003. Data resulting from the project continue to fuel many avenues of biologi-

divisions, and the department’s

cal and medical science. He

research, education, clinical care

became director of the

and development efforts. He heads

National Center for Human

one of the nation’s leading internal

Genome Research in 1993,

medicine departments, one that

and of its successor, the

ranks fourth in NIH grant funding.
Carethers is respected among

National Human Genome
Research Institute, in 1997,

top gastroenterologists for his

retiring in 2008. In 2007, he

study of colorectal cancers, partic-

was awarded the Presidential

ularly among African-Americans.

Medal of Freedom.

He earned his medical degree from
Wayne State University in Detroit,

Collins never lost his ties
with the Medical School,

and completed a residency in in-

returning each year to help

ternal medicine at Massachusetts

teach genetics and, in 2000,

General Hospital in Boston and, in

to deliver the commencement address. —RK

Francis Collins

1995, a fellowship at the U-M. —RK
More on the Web
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Full Circle

Medical missions, educational resources online, international research collaborations
and cooperative clinical trials — globalism can take many forms, often with benefit
right here at home. Joseph Kolars, M.D. (Fellowship 1989), the Medical School’s first
senior associate dean for education and global initiatives, provides a big-picture look
at a burgeoning trend among universities throughout the United States.
What is globalism in today’s aca-

demic medical context?

A:

Globalism as it relates to medicine

scholarly pursuit. It’s not just a fringe

the United States.

item, it’s pretty central to our values.

and medical education concerns itself

Q: Are we a leader in globalism

Q: What determines which countries

with improving health and achieving

among higher education institutions?

equity for all people worldwide. A lot

A: By virtue of the strength of our

and institutions we work with?

of global health issues pertain to us in

institution and our commitment in

connections that faculty have with

southeast Michigan by virtue of the fact

this area, we’re very much a leader.

people in different settings, due to

that we have people from all over the

Students today see that working glob-

scholarly interests, research, educa-

world traveling here, living among us,

ally informs what we do locally, and

tion, or just personal ties to their home

enriching our communities.

they want to be part of that process. A

countries. Some of these coalesce

lot of the best students are attracted to

into multidimensional programs that

schools that embrace global initiatives.

extend beyond one faculty member or

activities in which the Health System

It’s the same for our faculty and staff.

one lab. Some come together just out

is involved?

We’re a leading academic institution,

of convenience because of the strength

and we see a duty to share that with

of what started off as an individual

other places.

collaboration. One problem with people

Q: What is the spectrum of global
A: They cover the three big missions

of research, education and service. A
large number of research collabora-

12

help us to provide better care here in

tions are growing between our faculty

Q: What are the goals, short-term

and faculty around the world; these are

and long?

A: Our collaborations are based upon

from other parts of the world coming to
the U.S. to train is that they often don’t
go back, depleting some of the most

to mutual benefit. We recently went on

A:

an academic mission to China where

portunities for our faculty and trainees,

oping countries. Our obstetrics and

we’re trying to forge collaborations with

and to be a good global citizen. By

gynecology department has reversed

schools and universities. Among our

strengthening the globe we strengthen

that in Ghana, going to that country

students, residents, fellows, faculty and

ourselves. When we’re looking at things

for more than 20 years to train people

staff, there’s tremendous interest in

as diverse as climate change, the im-

there. That team, under Tim Johnson’s

learning, research and service experi-

pact of energy production, or epidem-

leadership, has trained more than

ences in other parts of the world. We

ics, it’s very important to be part of the

40 ob/gyns; all but one has stayed in

want to help strengthen health care

community that’s wrestling with these

Ghana. That’s globalism at its best.

overseas so those countries can better

issues because it prepares us locally to

serve their own communities. In turn, I

deal with the same issues. We consider

believe that we’ll learn lessons that will

this to be a valuable academic and
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We’re trying to create growth op-

important resources for a lot of devel-

Interview by Rick Krupinski
More on the Web
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Looking Back

MILESTONES THAT MADE MEDICINE AT MICHIGAN

The Rounded Life of Aldred Warthin
By James TOBIN

14

One day in 1895, a young
Ann Arbor seamstress told a client
that she was terribly afraid of an early
death. She was healthy now, she said,
but she did not expect to remain so
for long.
Her client was Aldred Scott Warthin (M.D. 1891, Ph.D. 1893), a young
pathologist in the Medical School.
Warthin asked why she was so afraid.
She told him that in her family — residents of Washtenaw County since long
before the Civil War — one generation
after another had seen an uncommon
number die of cancer of the intestinal
tract or the female organs.
How many? Warthin wanted to
know. The seamstress couldn’t say for
sure. Warthin, his curiosity provoked,
traced the young woman’s genealogy, searching for death records and
administering questionnaires.
The answer to his question was
frightening indeed. The first member
of the family to settle in Michigan
had died of intestinal cancer at 60 in
1856. Four of the pioneer’s five sons
and two of his five daughters died
of cancer. Of the 70 members of the
next generation, 33, many of them
young, died of cancer — colorectal
and endometrial cancers, leukemia,
sarcomas, brain tumors. Only two
branches of the family were free of the
disease, both of them descended from
two of the cancer-free daughters in
the second generation.
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Year after year, as he became director of the pathology lab, professor of
pathology, then chair of the department, Warthin followed the morbidity and mortality of the seamstress’s
family, which he called “Family G.”
Searching for other “cancer families,”
he became interested in the scarcity
of reliable data about cancer as it
occurred in families over time. He
went through the records of all cancer
surgeries at University Hospital from
1907-09 and found that fewer than 1
percent of the patients had mentioned
any cancer in the family when interns
took their medical histories. Yet when
Warthin followed up with letters
and personal visits, he found cancer
among the forebears of more than half
the patients. People were about as
eager to report cancer among their an-

cestors as they were to report repeated
cases of syphilis, Warthin concluded.
“Many have a certain horror or a fear
of stigma attaching to a family history
of multiple incidence of neoplasm,”
he wrote.
The candor of the seamstress
— whom Warthin saw die prematurely of cancer, as she had feared
— had been unusual indeed, and it
led to profoundly important medical
findings.
Of course, physicians had noticed
that cancer sometimes ran in families.
But Warthin’s study — published in
the Archives of Internal Medicine nearly
20 years after his first conversation
with the seamstress — was among
the first to make a persuasive scientific case that cancer was heritable in
humans.

Warthin’s study was among
the first to make a persuasive scientific case that
cancer was heritable in
humans. Its continuation has
provided medical scientists
with one of the longest
and most detailed cancer
genealogies in the world.

Courtesy of the u-m bentley historical library

His perseverance was carried on
by his protégé, Carl Vernon Weller,
M.D., into the 1940s and ’50s, when it
was picked up by a third group of investigators who showed that Family G
suffered from Lynch Syndrome, also
known as hereditary nonpolyposis
colorectal cancer, a genetic disorder
that commonly causes premature
death. Family G’s misfortune has provided medical scientists with one of
the longest and most detailed cancer
genealogies in the world.

Luck plays its part in
scientific discovery, but as Pasteur
famously said, “Chance favors the
prepared mind.” Warthin’s mind was
not only well prepared but unusually
open. Whatever was in front of him,
it seems, provoked a sharp and acute
interest, and one interest often informed or ignited another. Trained in
youth as a pianist, for example, he hit
upon the technique of requiring his
students to learn enough about music
to be able to differentiate among the
tones of Ann Arbor’s various church
bells and carillons — preparation
for detecting the varying sounds of
patients’ disease-ridden lungs. One
of the pulmonary sounds of pericarditis was named “Warthin’s sign” as a
tribute to his investigations.
As medical specialization flourished, Warthin simultaneously specialized and generalized. From 1910-30
he studied the pathology of syphilis,
becoming the world’s leading authority. Yet he also led a public-health
campaign against tuberculosis in
Michigan, then published several ar-

Aldred Scott Warthin

ticles on the “White Plague.” During
World War I he defined the effects
of poisoning by mustard gas. All the
while he continued his work on the
heritability of cancer.
His mind was as active outside of
his laboratory as it was within. His
close acquaintance with death spurred
a literary interest in the subject; over
many years he collected hundreds
of artists’ images of death, which he
compared and commented upon in
a scholarly monograph, The Physician of the Dance of Death. On a trip to
the west coast he discovered a snail
species that was named in his honor.
In the yard of his stone house on
Ferdon Street, where he and his wife
raised several children, he built a rock
garden where he planted specimens
of phlox retrieved from around the
world, and he was a frequent judge
at Detroit flower shows. Concerned
about the sedentary life of the average

physician, he bubbled to his colleagues about the healthful gifts of a
game of golf. “It is not the crack player” who reaped the most benefits, he
wrote, but the “foursome of gossipy
middle-aged companionable gentlemen who receive as much recreation
from their out-of-door association as
they receive from the game itself.”
Warthin’s work on human heredity
— and his peripatetic intellect — led
him to an interest, common enough
in his era, in eugenics, the nowdiscredited doctrine of eliminating
supposedly undesirable human traits
through selective breeding. Warthin’s
was a wide-ranging, influential career
that benefited many. “He drained
his life’s blood to its dregs,” wrote
his friend, C.F. Martin, dean of the
medical faculty at McGill University
in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. “No
man’s life was ever more completely
rounded than his.” [M]
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Early in her pregnancy, at her first ultrasound appointment, Katie Larrison, 27, of Algonac,
Michigan, knew something wasn’t right. “The technician took the disk out and said, ‘I have to
show this to the doctor.’ Then the doctor came in and said, ‘I’m not going to beat around the
bush. There’s something wrong with her heart, but I don’t know exactly what it is.’ ”
16
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by Jeff Mortimer

Laurence Monneret/getty images

(the greatest gift)

j

eremy and Katie had been married almost eight years
and already were the parents of an energetic and
outgoing 3-year-old daughter, Rayne. They grew up
and fell in love in the little upstate Michigan town of
Mio, but had been living since 2004 in Sitka, Alaska,
where Jeremy, an aviation maintenance technician for the
U.S. Coast Guard, was stationed. They had just learned that
Katie was expecting again when Jeremy was transferred
back to Michigan, which meant they would be near their
families during her pregnancy.
The Larrisons decided to have Mira treated at the University of Michigan, largely because they had done their
research and knew about its Congenital Heart Center’s
Prenatal Heart Program, but their decision had some serendipitous support.

18

Aimee Armstrong, pediatric cardiac interventionalist
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“I was talking to one of the guys at work, and he was
telling me about his son who has a similar condition,”
says Jeremy. “His boy is three or four and just had his last
surgery. They were going to U-M and were pleased. Two
weeks later, we found out about Mira.”
Not long thereafter, Katie was having her hair done. She was
starting to show, and struggling with whether or not “I should
tell people she has a heart defect, and I might not have her in
three months. That might be a hard conversation.”
The moment arrived when her hairdresser popped the
question. “I decided to just tell her the baby had a problem
and we were at U-M,” Katie says. “She stopped washing
my hair and asked what was wrong. I said she had a heart
defect, HLHS. She said her son had had the same thing 15
years ago and they were at U-M too.”
The boy survived only five-and-a-half months, but his
mother spoke highly of the care he received. “It’s weird that
I ended up in her chair,” says Katie. “She was the first parent I met whose baby had the same condition that Mira was
going to have. It was kind of surreal.”
The Larrisons soon learned that Mira’s HLHS, so serious in and of itself, was only one of her problems. University of Michigan doctors discovered that she also lacked
an adequate hole in the atrial septum, the wall between
the upper chambers of her heart, which resulted in pressure build-up in the undeveloped left heart and higher
pressure in the developing lungs. Mira also had Turner
syndrome, a rare genetic defect that compromised her
ability to successfully withstand the procedures needed to
fix the other problems.

Carlen Fifer, pediatric cardiologist

Anne Wuerth, pediatric nurse practitioner

scott soderberg, u-m photo services

As Katie and husband Jeremy, 29, hugged in the parking
lot outside the doctor’s office, she said to him, “Whatever it
is, we’ll get through it. It’ll be OK in the end.”
Still, Katie was in tears when she called her mother, a
registered nurse who works in adult critical care, on the
way home. “She asked a lot of good questions and kind of
set the tone,” Katie says. “She was strong about it, so I knew
I could be.”
Their baby girl, whom the Larrisons named Mira, was
diagnosed with hypoplastic left heart syndrome (HLHS), a
condition in which the left side of the heart fails to develop;
it’s often described as having half a heart.

“Whenever we went, it seemed like it was never good
news,” says Katie.
Katie and Jeremy were informed of their options: aborting the baby; going through with delivery and keeping her
comfortable until she died; or trying to save her with a
series of surgeries, including a rare, risky fetal intervention
to create a larger hole in her atrial septum.
“We made our decision, I think from the very beginning,
that we were going to give her a chance,” says Katie.
The prospect of the fetal intervention, daunting as it was,
didn’t change that. “I thought, of all the surgeries she’s going to have, this is the only one I could physically help her
through,” she says. “I’m pumping the blood for her, helping
her in there. If I can support her that way, that’s the greatest
gift I can give to her.”

i

t was due only to a bureaucratic snafu that the Larrisons were living anywhere near a pediatric cardiologist, much less a program like Michigan’s, one of
only two or three medical centers in the country that
perform fetal cardiac interventions. “They messed up
my orders,” says Jeremy. “I was supposed to be in Alaska for
another year.”
Then there was that savvy ultrasound technician, and
the chance meetings with the parents of similarly afflicted
children that helped nudge them toward the University of
Michigan, where the way they were treated made it easier
to persevere.
“We knew what was going on was very serious,” says Katie, “and they presented it that way, but they always seemed
to have a plan. A nurse practitioner named Anne Wuerth
would stay with us through all our appointments so we
knew how it all came together.”
According to Aimee Armstrong, M.D. (Fellowship 2003),
a pediatric cardiac interventionalist and clinical assistant
professor in the Medical School who is an integral part of
the team of specialists that operated on Mira, “About 6 percent of babies with HLHS have an inadequate atrial septal
defect. When those babies get a hole created after birth,
only about 50 percent of them live to get out of the hospital. And patients who have Turner syndrome and HLHS,
even if they have a good-sized hole, have a poor prognosis.
Only a few survive. I don’t know of anyone else, even in the
literature, surviving with HLHS, intact septum and Turner
syndrome.”

Children’s Hospital in Boston was the first in the country
to perform fetal cardiac interventions, and groups of U-M
doctors went there twice to observe the procedure.
“One of the things we learned from Boston is that you
really need to have the whole team involved and invested,”
says Carlen Fifer, M.D., a clinical associate professor and
director of the Prenatal Heart Program and Fetal Cardiac

Katie and Jeremy were
informed of their options:
aborting the baby; going
through with delivery and
keeping her comfortable until
she died; or trying to save
her with a series of surgeries,
including a rare, risky fetal
intervention to create a larger
hole in her atrial septum.

)

Intervention Program. “This is something that requires
multiple team members across departments.”
She ticks off the list: pediatric cardiologists, interventionalists, fetal echocardiographers, maternal fetal medicine specialists whose focus is obstetrics and dealing with babies who
have high-risk problems, and maternal and fetal pediatric
anesthesiologists, not to mention social workers and nurses.
“You have eight people who need to work as one unit,
basically,” says Armstrong. “We all have different specialties and there isn’t any one person who could do this entire
procedure on his or her own.”

O

n December 2, 2008, the team was ready,
and so was Katie. Recognizing so many of
the faces she saw in the operating room
helped soothe her nerves. “There were
over 20 people in there during the actual
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intervention,” she says, “and you could see people in the
next room over. It was just crazy. But they were all people
that we seemed to know.”
Katie was put to sleep and monitored by Jill Mhyre
(M.D. 1999), an obstetric anesthesiologist. Pediatric anesthesiologist S. Devi Chiravuri, M.D., sedated and monitored Mira. Marjorie Treadwell (M.D. 1984), an obstetrician/gynecologist and maternal fetal specialist, guided the
ultrasound operated by Fifer and colleague Sarah Gelehrter, M.D. (Residency 2002, Fellowship 2005), both fetal
echocardiographers, and the image was projected on several
television monitors in the room.
Cosmas van de Ven, M.D., also an obstetrician/gynecologist and maternal fetal specialist, inserted a needle

)
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“Of all the surgeries she’s
going to have, this is the only
one I could physically help
her through,” Katie Larrison
says. “I’m pumping the blood
for her, helping her in there.
If I can support her that way,
that’s the greatest gift I
can give to her.”

through Katie’s abdomen, then through Mira’s chest,
into her beating, grape-sized heart, and through the atrial
septum. Steered by the ultrasound image, Armstrong
threaded a deflated balloon through the needle and across
the septum, and Albert Rocchini, M.D., a pediatric interventional cardiologist, inflated it several times, opening a
hole in the septum and relieving the stress on Mira’s heart
and lungs.
Constant vigilance was essential. “We have several pairs
of eyes making sure we’re in the right place and doing the
right thing,” says Treadwell. “You’re talking about very
small spaces, and sometimes it can be difficult to see on
the ultrasound. It’s very helpful to be able to double-check
with each other.”
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t

he fetal intervention kept Mira in the game, enabling her at least to survive until birth. But on
the day she was delivered by caesarean section,
her care team prepared Katie and Jeremy for a
baby who would be blue and listless, weighing
about four pounds, with a blood oxygen saturation level, or
“sats,” in the 30s.
Instead, “She came out pink and screaming,” says Katie.
“I heard someone yell, ‘Her sats are in the 90s!’ ”
Mira weighed five pounds, 11 ounces, “and every little bit
of that helped her,” says Jeremy. She was far from out of the
woods, but she was here. “There were a bunch of surprises
that day,” adds Jeremy. “They had a plan for her, but she
came out having a different plan.”
There was, of course, considerable planning involved in
getting her that far. The team that treated her met regularly
to evaluate how she was doing, coordinate what they were
going to do, assess what they had done so far, and prepare
for every conceivable eventuality.
It was van de Ven who delivered Mira on January 27,
2009. The original date had been changed so teams could be
on standby at several locations, depending on what kind of
procedures her condition would dictate.
Her destination turned out to be a cardiac catheterization laboratory. Although she was in far better shape at
birth than anyone predicted, Mira wasn’t strong enough to
undergo the Norwood procedure, the standard surgery for
newborns with HLHS.
“We found with other children with Turner syndrome
in addition to HLHS, that if you put them on a cardio-pulmonary bypass machine for a major heart surgery right after
birth, they often are very sick afterward and may not survive hospitalization,” says Armstrong. “So we took a newer,
innovative approach, a hybrid approach in the catheterization laboratory, so she didn’t have to go on bypass.”
A few hours after Mira was born, Armstrong and Jennifer
Hirsch, M.D. (Fellowship 2008), a pediatric heart surgeon,
opened Mira’s chest and placed bands on her pulmonary arteries to decrease the flow of blood to her lungs, and placed
a stent across her atrial septum to keep the hole open.
Two days later, she received another stent in her heart
that improved the blood flow to her body by holding open
the duct between the aorta and the pulmonary artery. This
passage, called the patent ductus arteriosus, normally closes in
the first few days after birth, but Mira’s needed to stay open
so the right side of her heart could effectively do the work
of both sides.

She eventually had the Norwood procedure
when she was four months old, and she tolerated
it well because of her age. In the meantime, she
had made history. Just two weeks after her birth,
Mira Larrison went home.
Not only was Mira’s just the fourth fetal cardiac
intervention performed at the U-M since the
Fetal Cardiac Intervention Program was created
in 2008, but “she was the highest risk fetal intervention patient we’ve had so far,” says Armstrong,
“and she’s done the best out of all of them.”
“Mira is the only one right now who has been
able to get through those surgeries and go home,”
says Fifer, “and she had three strikes against her.”

scott soderberg, u-m photo services

t

he Larrisons’ home is in a small, pleasant, older subdivision, nestled between
a woods and the northeast shore of
Lake St. Clair, a mile or two from the
Canadian border. Children fill the otherwise quiet street in the summer, laughing and
calling to each other as they ride their bikes and
pull their wagons.
Her parents’ fondest hope at the moment is
that, someday, Mira will be one of them. “I want
her to be able to walk and play and run,” says
Katie, then adds, her eyes twinkling, “and I saved
some of her really high insurance statements, just
to show her when she’s older.”
Right now, she’s able to be an almost regular
baby, the latest family miracle. She bounces gently
in her swing, gurgling and chuckling as she eyes
Katie and Jeremy Larrison
the world around her. Except for her feeding
with daughters Rayne
(back) and Mira
tube, she’s as extraordinary and ordinary as any
infant. And except for the dry-erase board affixed
to the outside of a cupboard door, which Katie
ginning, she didn’t want anything to do with her. One time
and Jeremy use to keep track of her 11 medications, it could
at the hospital, she asked if we could leave her now.”
be any home where an infant lives.
But their mother knew the sisters had turned the corner
“We tell people that it just becomes our new normal,” says
when, on the way home from the U-M one day, she turned
Katie. “I don’t think we could picture being without her.”
to look at her children in their adjacent car seats. What she
Through all the medical dramas, the Larrisons also had
saw brought tears to her eyes.
Rayne to care for. And, for a while, she had no trouble
Rayne, unbidden, had taken her sister’s hand. [M]
picturing being without Mira.
“She’s a great big sister now,” says Katie. “She’s always the
Meet Mira’s team More on the Web
first one to get Mira a toy when she’s cranky. But in the be-
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The First
mystery
During two harrowing years of
investigation, James Curran (M.D. 1970)
led the team of epidemiologists who defined
the scourge that came to be called AIDS.
by james tobin
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n the last days of May 1981, James Curran, director of
research on sexually transmitted diseases at the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), was startled by one
note in the endless stream of articles, directives and
data that passed under his eyes each month. It came
from a colleague, Mary Guinan, M.D., Ph.D., who had just
seen data slated for the next Morbidity and Mortality Weekly
Report (MMWR), the CDC publication that alerts doctors
and hospitals to outbreaks of disease.
Curran was in San Diego for a national conference on
STDs. He had been studying hepatitis B in gay urban
enclaves, so he knew more than most straight people about
sexual practices among gay men, and how they made the
men vulnerable to infection. When he saw Guinan’s note,
he thought immediately of the disease pattern he had seen
with hepatitis B — a blood-borne virus passed from person
to person through sexual contact.

is it? Not what causes it — the question of etiology has to
wait. First, epidemiologists must detect the clinical nature
and extent of the disease. That means answering these questions: What symptoms and signs define the problem? Is it
actually new? Who has it? Who doesn’t? Where are they?
In what groups? Starting when? Is it increasing?
Curran scribbled a note back to Guinan: “Hot Stuff …”
While still in San Diego, he spoke with physicians who
worked with gay patients. They told him of similar cases in
California and New York. Curran then learned that some
young men with the rare pneumocystis pneumonia, or PCP,
also were suffering from a skin cancer, usually lethal, called
Kaposi’s sarcoma. It was not only very rare, but it normally
struck only elderly men in Mediterranean countries.
A fatal lung disease and a fatal cancer. At first glance they
seemed to have nothing in common. Except that both were
associated with compromised immune systems.

If the evidence pointed to sexual transmission, then
Curran, as head of STD epidemiology, would have to
tackle the basic question that must first be answered
in any outbreak of unknown origin: What is it?
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Days later, back at CDC headquarters in Atlanta, Curran’s boss asked him to chair an inter-specialty task force to
investigate. The appointment was to last for three months.
Curran led the task force for the next 15 years.

C

urran’s interest in epidemics had started some
20 years earlier. As a student of Jesuit teachers
at University of Detroit High School, he had
developed a desire to fight disease far away. After
earning a Bachelor of Science at Notre Dame, he
went to medical school at Michigan, graduating in 1970. To
fulfill his military obligation, he became a commissioned
officer in the CDC’s Public Health Service. He was assigned
to the University of Tennessee, where he studied complications of gonorrhea and other infections in women.
That research led him to a master’s degree in public
health at Harvard, a residency in preventive medicine, and
a permanent post at the CDC, where he rose to lead STD

previous page: centers for disease control
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The draft reported a rare pneumonia found in five young
homosexual men in three Los Angeles hospitals. The cause
of illness was a microbial parasite called pneumocystis carinii.
All five men also had a fungus of the mouth and throat
known as thrush, and a herpes virus called cytomegalovirus.
As Curran knew, these three microbes were quite common in human populations and normally not life-threatening. They caused serious illness only in people with
weakened immune systems, usually transplant recipients
who took immunosuppressive drugs to keep their bodies
from rejecting new organs.
None of the five men in Los Angeles was a transplant recipient. None was known to have had immune deficiencies
before. Now two of them had died. This was exceedingly
unusual. It was the sort of thing that makes epidemiologists
like Curran fear that a new disease is at large.
If so, and if the evidence pointed to sexual transmission,
then Curran, as head of sexually transmitted disease epidemiology, would have to tackle the basic question that must
first be answered in any outbreak of unknown origin: What

ronald braithwaite, rollins school of public health, emory university

A youth center director in South Africa introduces James Curran
and colleagues to the children there in 2001. Curran visited the
country in part to educate children and others about HIV.

research. In the late 1970s and early ’80s, the STD branch
was involved in trials of a hepatitis B vaccine. They had
met often with physicians who treated gay men. So Curran
had the knowledge and contacts to hit the ground running
on a new problem that might be associated with what the
MMWR termed “a homosexual lifestyle.”
Curran quickly called a meeting of the new team: doctors
from other CDC divisions, including cancer, viral diseases,
and parasitic diseases, plus colleagues from his own STD
branch. There were also recruits from CDC’s Epidemic
Intelligence Service (EIS) — the cadre of young, post-grad
M.D.s sometimes called the “medical FBI,” who serve two
years tracking disease outbreaks in the field.
They discussed what was known — not much beyond the
MMWR report. They needed more information as quickly
as possible.
Telephoned queries went out across the country to state
health services, hospitals, physicians who treated gay men
in appreciable numbers: Had anyone seen cases like the
cluster of five in Los Angeles?

Then members of the task force boarded planes. Curran
believed in “shoe-leather epidemiology,” especially early in
an investigation — looking for clues in patients’ everyday
lives, tracing patterns that might help the investigators
construct formal surveys to follow.
They were striving for enough data to create what epidemiologists call a case definition, a bland term for a crucial
set of understandings. To know what they were studying,
they had to establish standard clinical criteria — a common
set of symptoms and signs. They had to be sure that similarappearing cases in different places at different times were in
fact the same thing — apples and apples.
Curran wanted a highly specific definition. That meant
the investigators might miss hard-to-diagnose cases. But the
point right now was to identify epidemiologic patterns, and
that demanded a case definition with hard edges.
Within three days of the MMWR’s release, Curran was
in New York, where colleagues at New York University
introduced him to a man his own age. Like Curran, he had
graduated from a Catholic high school in the Detroit area.
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When Curran had left home for Notre Dame, this man had
left for Yale, where he trained to become an actor. Now he
lay in a bed with pneumocystis pneumonia, his body speckled
with purple swellings. No one in the CDC team had seen a
case of Kaposi’s sarcoma before.
“That was the first time that I really felt that these two
conditions must be related,” Curran said later. “That
gave us, I think, one of the most important fundamental
clues that this was a single epidemic with an underlying
problem.”
Over the next year, Curran visited the sick man many
more times.
“He was treated with chemotherapy and things that
probably did not help him, and I eventually watched him
die,” he said. “I realized that there was a certain unfairness
to this, because our paths in life were not separated by
much, but he died while I lived.”
By July, Curran and the CDC team had gathered
enough intelligence for a case definition. The new disease

— and it was indeed new, they were now sure — consisted
of: 1) life-threatening opportunistic infections, and/or 2)
Kaposi’s sarcoma in patients under 60; and 3) no known
underlying illness or history of immunosuppressive
therapy. The infections and the rare skin cancer were the
results of some agent that undermined the body’s ability
to fight fatal infections.
At NIH, there were early skeptics. How could these
dissimilar symptoms share a single etiology? Curran
persisted in making the case, in part by naming his team
the Task Force on Kaposi’s Sarcoma and Opportunistic
Infections.
“We were committed to that concept,” he recalled. “We
would present our data by the number of cases of Kaposi’s
sarcoma, the number of cases of opportunistic infections,
and the number of cases of both. In every instance, they
paralleled each other. They were all going up; they were all
in the same age groups; they were all in the same places. So
this was really one epidemic.”
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In 1984, Curran (seventh from left)
was a collaborator on Project SIDA
(Swedish International Development
Agency) in Zaire. The research team’s
study first demonstrated the global
extent of AIDS.

One key lead was a rare drug called pentamadine, typically
prescribed for pneumocystis pneumonia. They traced every
recent use to the prescribing doctor, then to the patient.
Many were found to have the new syndrome.

T

hat summer of 1981, the shoe-leather epidemiologists aimed at the next questions: Who, exactly,
had the disease, and what could the population of
patients tell them about the cause?
With their new case definition in hand, Curran’s
team set out to find every known case in the U.S., living
or dead. EIS officers went to the 18 largest cities, combing
through the last five years of pathology files at the biggest
hospitals. One key lead was a rare drug called pentamadine, typically prescribed for pneumocystis pneumonia. They
traced every recent use of pentamadine to the prescribing
doctor, then to the patient. Many were found to have the
new syndrome.
The epidemiologists went to see the patients. They put
them through detailed interviews — some 30 pages of questions about every aspect of their lives.
In New York, where Curran himself headed the team,
many interviews were held at the Barbazon, a famous old
hotel that had been converted into a residence for elderly
ladies. Every evening, the ladies would look on as young
women doctors would greet gay men in the lobby, board
the elevator, disappear upstairs for a time, then reemerge
from the elevator and say goodbye. What the ladies
thought was going on, Curran never discovered.
The answers began to yield a coherent picture of two
groups of patients.
The first — and by far the largest — consisted of gay men
with an average age of 35. They were heavily concentrated
in a few big cities — New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco
— where there were large, strong gay enclaves. The men
were openly gay, not closeted. They frequented gay social
clubs, many had sex with multiple partners, and many used
isobutyl nitrite or amyl nitrite, commonly called “poppers”
— chemical stimulants to enhance the sexual experience.
In other words, the risk was not in being gay, per se. It
was in the fast-lane lifestyle of the major gay communities. That was too fine a distinction for public perception,
perhaps, but epidemiologically it was crucial.

The suspicion that sexual behavior played a key role grew
stronger with a close study of the 13 known cases in greater
Los Angeles. Of these, nine were found to be linked by
sexual contact, and were linked to 90 others around the
country — some 40 percent of the first 220 known cases of
the syndrome.
The second group of patients, much smaller, consisted
of injecting drug users. Most of these victims already were
dead, but the CDC’s investigations showed that they were
not predominantly gay.
Theories abounded. Some medical experts suspected a
toxic supply of poppers was the source. That, in fact, would
have been a relief to Curran’s team.
“Had it been something like isobutyl nitrite, it would not
have taken us very long to get rid of that as a risk,” he said.
“That would have been a much more pleasant outcome
than a persistent, lifelong, transmissible virus. But from the
very beginning, since we came from an STD background
and had been studying hepatitis B, this really looked like
a hepatitis B viral pattern. Our top hypothesis was always
that an infection was causing this.”
Grim support came in the summer and fall of 1982. A
baby boy died of the familiar symptoms after receiving
blood transfusions. Then Bruce Evatt, M.D., head of CDC’s
hematology group, reported that an elderly Florida man
had just died of pneumocystis pneumonia. The man was not
gay; he was not an injecting drug user. But he had hemophilia.
Curran recalled the startled realization that shot through
the room.
“We were all thinking ‘blood,’ ” he said. “It was going to
be in the blood supply.”
That was because hemophiliacs receive regular doses of
a clotting factor produced from blood given by multiple
donors.
Within days, another fatal case of PCP was reported in
a hemophiliac in Colorado. Then came a third report — a
hemophiliac boy who never had left Ohio.
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“When the cases started occurring in persons with
hemophilia,” Curran remembered, “and it was the same
disease pattern as the cases in gay men, everyone became
convinced — almost everyone — that this was caused,
probably, by some blood-borne virus that could be sexually transmitted. … The hemophilia cases were kind of the
canary in the coal mine.”

N

ot long after, Curran spoke at a meeting at the
National Cancer Institute. Also scheduled to
speak that day was Robert Gallo, M.D., of the
NIH, whose lab had recently discovered the first
cancer-causing retrovirus in humans.
Curran spoke directly to Gallo. He explained that the
number of cases seen to date probably represented the tip
of a vast iceberg. The time had come for virologists such as
Gallo to begin an urgent search for an unknown virus.
“I recall … that he [Curran] provoked me, in a way,” Gallo
told NIH interviewers later. “I was not angry, but it was a
little disturbing to be challenged as to ‘How come there are
no virologists involved? Where are the virologists?’ and so

Robert Gallo,
co-discoverer of HIV

tied up with previous research commitments to undertake
new ones.”
In the spring of 1983, long before the virus was identified, Curran’s task force had issued recommendations for
preventing the spread of the contagion — to avoid sexual
contact with people at risk of being infected and to take
steps to protect the blood supply. Many lives doubtless
were saved as a result. Curran’s task force still faced years
of work, but the CDC’s progress to the point of being able
to urge lab scientists and the public to take specific actions

Curran spoke directly to Robert Gallo. He explained
that the small number of cases seen to date probably
represented the tip of a vast iceberg. The time had
come, Curran said, for virologists such as Gallo to
begin an urgent search for an unknown virus.
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was, he believes, a signal achievement. Gallo agrees.
“I think he [Curran] has been somewhat forgotten,”
Gallo said. “But I would say that he was the prime mover in
the entire government ... to get people thinking about the
More on the Web
disease and doing something.” [M]
This article is based principally on interviews that James Curran gave to
Medicine at Michigan, the National Institutes of Health, and the PBS
documentary program “Frontline.” Other sources included Robert Gallo’s
oral history with the NIH; Elizabeth W. Etheridge, Sentinel for Health:
A History of the Centers for Disease Control (1992); Robert C. Gallo,
Virus Hunting: AIDS, Cancer, and the Human Retrovirus (1993); and
Lucianne Bailey, et al, Introduction to Epidemiology (2005).

national cancer institute
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on. Curran was certainly thinking of a viral disease as early
as anybody in the world, I would say.”
By 1984, Gallo’s lab had co-discovered (with a French
team) the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). They
then proved that HIV caused the new disease, now called
acquired immune deficiency syndrome, or AIDS. This led
to a blood test for HIV, which in turn made it possible to
safeguard the world’s blood supplies.
Later, Gallo cited the importance of the contribution of
Curran and his colleagues at the CDC. “I shudder to think
what might have occurred,” he wrote, “had they and others
not forced what turned out to be an eleventh-hour warning
on a research community that sometimes sees itself as too

James Curran Comments
on an Uncertain Future
James Curran, dean of the Rollins School of Public Health at
Emory University in Atlanta, Georgia, and director of the Emory Center for
AIDS Research, assesses the current state of the epidemic, nearly 30
years after his team at the CDC traced the disease’s first steps in the U.S.

rollins school of public health, emory university

“T

he recent information on the Thai HIV
vaccine trial provides
slight encouragement because of the
significant but modest protective effect
researchers noted. The bad news is
that there are now tens of millions of
carriers of the virus and 4 or 5 million
getting infected each year. Especially in
the hardest hit developing countries,
tuberculosis and HIV have become
dual epidemics. Both of these chronic
infectious killers tend to affect the
same populations. HIV suppresses the
immune system leading to activation
of tuberculosis and increased spread
of the bacillus, while TB becomes the
leading cause of death among HIVinfected persons in many countries in
Africa. The bacterial synergy also greatly
facilitates the emergence and spread
of multiple drug resistance in TB and
of other drug resistance, rendering the
treatment of dually infected persons
nearly impossible. Clearly, the approach
to HIV and TB must be integrated in
many countries and communities.
“On a global basis, we can be encouraged that science has helped us in a lot

of ways — discovery of the virus and
of the blood test, the way to prevent
transmission of the virus from mothers to newborns, and particularly the
therapies now available. The problem is that the therapy is extremely
expensive, and the treatment will have
a very hard time keeping up with the
epidemic. It’s hard to imagine having
the medical resources available to treat
30, 40, 50, 60 million people with HIV
for the rest of their lives, given resistance patterns and the inadequacy of
the medical system in many countries
that are hard hit. What’s needed most
is a safe and effective vaccine; that has
to remain the highest basic science
priority.
“Scientists also are revisiting the
concept that there might be some way
to cure people with HIV, to relieve
them of the need for lifelong therapy
and reduce the number of carriers.
Both of those are very high priorities.
HIV remains a highly stigmatizing
disease, mostly because it’s typically
transmitted by sexual contact and also
by drug abuse. Countries have to get
beyond the stigma and deal with HIV
as it affects their own population. And

because it’s in every country, this has
to be accomplished over and over and
over, in every community.
“[In the United States,] I think
there needs to be more public attention to the problem, because the
youth of today are not as motivated
or concerned as the youth of 15 years
ago. And they’re not as bad off as the
youth of 30 years ago. But particularly
gay youth are not as concerned about
AIDS. So you end up with people
getting infected before they become
smart.”
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Harold Peplau is a trim, fit 85-year-old with an attitude. Since he retired 20 years ago,
Peplau — who describes himself as a stubborn Dutchman — has spent every day on his
40-acre farm south of Ann Arbor doing what he loves. A master gardener who thrives on
hard work, he grows all his own vegetables, mows a huge lawn, shovels snow and works
out three times a week on an exercise bicycle and step machine in his living room.
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Harold Peplau
at home on
the farm
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“He said, ‘Get your butt in here right now,’ ” recalls
Peplau. “Kay and I went and Carl spent about a half-hour
telling us all the ramifications. I had a 30 percent chance of
surviving if I didn’t have surgery. But I told him I’d made
up my mind and asked if he’d still take care of me if I went
with medication, exercise and diet. He said yes.”
Although he pushed Peplau to have bypass surgery
because his blockages were so advanced, Orringer was an
early believer in the importance of treating heart disease
with diet and exercise. Before leaving the Medical School
in 1992, Orringer established its first program in preventive
cardiology and cardiac rehabilitation.
In 1991, Melvyn Rubenfire, M.D., a professor of internal
medicine and director of preventive cardiology, came to the
U-M from Detroit’s Sinai Hospital and Wayne State University, where he had pioneered a lipid clinic and cardiac
rehabilitation program. Rubenfire and a colleague gained
support to develop a comprehensive prevention program
— support that came from U-M leadership even at a time
when prevention was a money loser. Harold Peplau was
one of their first patients.
Rubenfire has seen a lot of changes in the 40 years he’s
been taking care of people with sick hearts and clogged
arteries. The patients he sees in clinic today are much
healthier than patients used to be.
Increased public awareness about risk factors and the
availability of medications to lower cholesterol and blood
pressure have extended the life span and improved the
quality of life for people with heart disease, according to
Rubenfire. Instead of dying from a heart attack in their 50s
and 60s, Rubenfire says many people with heart disease,
like Harold Peplau, are now living into their 70s and 80s.
“We’re seeing an entirely different paradigm of care, which
is why prevention is so exciting,” says Rubenfire. “We’ve
learned that you can identify 90 percent of people who will
have a cardiac event within five to 10 years just by looking at
their risk profiles. If we do all the right things, we can reduce
the risk of future events by 50 percent or more.”
In spite of these advances, cardiovascular disease remains
America’s No. 1 killer. One-third of American adults have
some form of the disease and nearly 1 million of them will die
from it this year, some suddenly from a heart attack or stroke,
others from uncontrolled hypertension or heart failure.
Instead of spending billions of dollars every year to treat
the deadly consequences of cardiovascular disease, Rubenfire believes we should devote more time, money and effort
to preventing it in the first place.
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Peplau nearly lost the chance to enjoy his retirement years.
Just four days after he retired, as he walked around a lake on
his farm, he suddenly couldn’t breathe and had severe pain
in his back. Barely able to make it back to the house, Peplau
called Carl Orringer, M.D., then a cardiologist at the U-M,
who scheduled an emergency heart catheterization.
Orringer told Peplau to postpone any plans for a big
spring garden. Major blockages in five coronary arteries
meant Peplau needed bypass surgery in all five. He and his
wife, Kay, sought a second opinion from a cardiologist who
said he could fix the problem with just four bypasses.
“I’ve known quite a few people who had bypasses and
they had memory loss and leg problems — one thing after
another,” Peplau says. “After working 39 years in business
and then to get butchered four days after I retired just
didn’t make sense to me.” He picked up a book by Dean
Ornish, M.D., the California cardiologist who claimed that
an extreme low-fat diet, exercise and meditation could reverse heart disease. Says Peplau, “I called Carl Orringer and
told him I wasn’t going to get the bypass.”
Orringer’s response was curt and to the point.

Atherosclerosis can begin at an astonishingly early age.
More than clogged plumbing
“In autopsies of teenagers who die in auto accidents, soft
When he began his career in 1970, Rubenfire says heart
waxy plaque is often found in their coronary arteries and
disease was considered to be a plumbing problem. A waxy
brain vessels,” says Rubenfire. “It can be seen in children by
substance called plaque accumulated in arteries over time
age 5.”
until it restricted the normal flow of blood to the heart — a
He emphasizes that atherosclerosis and coronary heart
condition called atherosclerosis. The best way to diagnose
disease are not inevitable, nor are they
atherosclerosis was to insert a probe ina normal part of aging. Where you are
side the artery and measure the amount
born and how you live makes a big
of plaque. If the artery was more than
difference. Heart disease is most com50 percent blocked, cardiologists recmon in countries like the U.S., where
ommended coronary artery bypass graft
high-fat diets, smoking and sedentary
(CABG) surgery, which rerouted blood
lifestyles are common. A comparison of
flow around the blockage, or an angiointernational death rates, for example,
plasty procedure to open the artery and
shows that 169 of every 100,000 U.S.
insertion of a stent to keep it open and
men aged 35 to 74 died of coronary heart
maintain normal blood flow.
disease in 2005, while only 50 in 100,000
Only during the last 15 years have
Japanese men in the same age range
researchers who study heart disease
died from the disease.
learned that these big chunks of plaque
While they can be lifesaving for
may not be as dangerous as doctors used
patients having a heart attack, Rubento believe.
fire maintains that invasive procedures
“We now know that it’s not the
like angioplasty and CABG are not the
degree of blockage that’s most worribest way to prevent the progression of
some,” explains Kim Eagle, M.D., the
heart disease and reduce heart attacks.
Albion Walter Hewlett Professor of
That requires intensive medical therapy,
Internal Medicine and a director of the
drugs to lower cholesterol and reduce
U-M Cardiovascular Center. “More
high blood pressure, and major lifestyle
dangerous are smaller deposits of plaque
changes.
that rupture and cause a heart attack.
“Most atherosclerosis is a lifestyle disThe problem is no one knows how
ease,” says Rubenfire. “There may be five
to predict when or which plaque will
out of 100 people with a genetic disorder
rupture.”
that increases their risk for atheroscleroHealthy arteries are smooth and
sis. Most of us, even those with inherited
elastic, allowing blood to flow through
—Melvyn Rubenfire
traits, could delay or even prevent the
freely. But aging, high blood pressure,
atherosclerotic process by simply changdiabetes, high cholesterol and smoking
ing our lifestyle.”
cause arteries to stiffen and the inside of
the artery to become rough. As blood
moves through the artery, cholesterol and white blood cells
Reducing the risk
get stuck in these rough patches. Over time, they turn into
Fear can be an excellent motivator. There’s nothing like a
waxy deposits of plaque covered by a fibrous cap. If the
heart attack to convince someone that it’s time to take heart
cap ruptures, a flood of cells and proteins move in to form
disease seriously. More than half the patients at the U-M’s
a blood clot and seal off the injured part of the artery. If
Cardiovascular Medicine at Domino’s Farms Program have
the clot is big enough, it can block the flow of blood to the
had a heart attack or serious cardiac event. Many have been
heart muscle and trigger a heart attack. It’s often the modest
referred by physicians to the cardiac rehabilitation program.
waxy plaques rather than the more severe hard plaques that
More than 90 percent have at least one major risk factor,
cause the heart attack.
and about 50 percent have the deadly combination of hy-

“We’ve

learned that you can
identify 90 percent
of people who will
have a cardiac event
within five to 10 years
just by looking at
their risk profiles. If
we do all the right
things, we can reduce
the risk of future
events by 50 percent
or more.”
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pertension, low HDL cholesterol and elevated blood sugar
or diabetes, collectively known as metabolic syndrome.
Some have a family history of heart disease. All of them
want to know their risk for a future cardiac event and what
they can do now to prevent it.
The first step is a complete blood lipid profile to determine the ratio of so-called “good” HDL cholesterol to “bad”
LDL cholesterol, and to look for other substances in blood
that place people at risk for atherosclerosis and heart attacks. A family history of coronary heart disease, especially
before age 55 in men and 65 in women, is an important risk
predictor that may be related to lifestyle and its interaction
with genetics.
Lifestyle factors like excessive dietary fats and simple
carbohydrates, lack of exercise, and particularly smoking are
major risks; disturbed sleep patterns, poor dental hygiene,
depression and stress also are factored into risk. Rubenfire
emphasizes that it’s the total risk profile — not any single
factor — that’s most predictive of a cardiovascular event.
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A closer look at the preventive cardiology program
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Director of Preventive
Cardiology Melvyn
Rubenfire

Doctors have several assessment tools to help determine
risk in persons with certain risk traits. The Global Risk
Score, Rubenfire says, can identify the relative 10-year
risk of an event in men and women of certain ages and
risk factors with no prior history of disease. For some, he
recommends a new test that uses a CT scan to measure the
amount of calcium in coronary arteries.
It’s important to know your risk factors, but only if it motivates you to do something about them. Too often, people
tend to focus on just one thing, like cholesterol or high blood
pressure, which can be controlled with medication.
“People say: ‘I take Lipitor and my cholesterol is fine,
so I’m not going to worry about diet or exercise,’ ” says
Rubenfire. “That’s a serious error from the preventive point
of view, because more than one risk factor increases the risk
up to 15-fold. Statins reduce event rates by 25 percent, but
that leaves 75 percent not prevented.”
Lack of adherence to medications is a big part of the
problem. American Heart Association studies found that
about half the people diagnosed with heart disease, even
those who had a heart attack, stopped taking their prescribed medication within six months.
Also often ignored is the importance of making lifestyle
changes in your 20s and 30s while your heart and blood
vessels are still healthy. “Young adults don’t realize how
important it is to pay attention to their blood pressure and
lipids,” says Elizabeth Jackson, M.D., an assistant professor
of internal medicine who specializes in preventive cardiology. “People don’t think about these things at this age, but
that’s the perfect time to start preventing problems later on.
Cardiologists don’t often see younger folks, so general internists and family practitioners need to do more outreach to
this population.”
Harold Peplau is living proof that even high-risk
patients can delay a heart attack for decades and can
improve their quality of life if they do the right things.
Peplau admits it was tough, especially adapting to a
heart-healthy diet, but says it was all worth it. He went
through a structured cardiac rehabilitation program,
takes his medication and sees Rubenfire regularly and
now has a stent in one artery.
“I did it so I could keep working,” Peplau says. “If I
hadn’t done it, I wouldn’t be here today.
“Carl Orringer used to tell me ‘You’re going to last until
85 the way you’re going,’ ” says Peplau. “I called him when I
turned 85 and said: ‘Hey, Carl, I made it.’ ” [M]

countering Myths
Heart Disease and Women
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C

laire Duvernoy (M.D.
1990) has heard it
too many times from
patients and even from
physicians. It’s the belief
that women don’t get heart disease
until after menopause. Not only is this
wrong, it’s also dangerous, because
it prevents women and their doctors
from taking symptoms seriously.
“The idea that heart disease is not
a major risk for women is the biggest
myth we need to counter,” says Duvernoy, an associate professor of internal
medicine and director of the Women’s
Heart Program. “The truth is that
more women die from cardiovascular
disease than men, and that’s been
true in this country since 1984.”
Heart disease in women can be
tricky to diagnose, because women’s
symptoms are often atypical and less
specific than men’s. Duvernoy says
women are more likely to complain of
shortness of breath and palpitations,
and less likely to have the red-flag
symptom of acute chest pain that radiates to the jaw and down the left arm.
Whatever the symptoms, Duvernoy
says it’s important for women to pay
attention and take them seriously,
especially if they have risk factors for
cardiovascular disease.
Everything associated with heart
disease seems to be more dangerous
for women than for men. Women are
more likely to have recurrent chest
pain and repeated hospital stays after
a heart attack. Smoking, diabetes and
high blood pressure are particularly
deadly to women.

Women’s
Heart Program
Director Claire
Duvernoy

“Cigarette smoking seems to be
even worse for a woman’s coronary arteries than for a man’s,” says Duvernoy.
“We think there’s an actual biochemical difference. It may be an interaction
between nicotine and the estrogen
receptor molecule inside blood vessels
that accelerates the process in women.
“We think women tend to have
more diffuse atherosclerotic plaque
build-up,” she adds. “Plaque is deposited throughout their arteries, instead
of in just one area. Women may have
more endothelial dysfunction — the
inside lining of their blood vessels
may be more reactive so it squeezes
down inappropriately.” Women also
are more prone than men to experi-

ence coronary artery spasm, in which
the smooth muscle cells inside blood
vessels constrict abnormally. This
may not be the type of coronary heart
disease treatable with angioplasty or
a stent, but it is real coronary heart
disease nonetheless.
“Women tend to pooh-pooh their
symptoms saying they are just out of
shape or they’ve gained weight and
think it’s their fault,” says Duvernoy. “I
ask patients to evaluate what they are
able to do. If they were able to keep
up walking with friends last week and
now are gasping for breath after two
blocks, something is wrong. It could
be serious coronary heart disease and
it needs to be evaluated.” —SP
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A
New Leader
Takes the Helm

Ora Hirsch Pescovitz, M.D., became the University’s executive vice president for medical
affairs on May 11, responsible for overseeing the U-M Health System. A nationally recognized pediatric endocrinologist, Pescovitz served as president and CEO of Riley Hospital for Children in Indianapolis, where she
also held the posts of Indiana University’s vice president for research and executive associate dean for research
for the IU School of Medicine. Married to transplant surgeon Mark Pescovitz, M.D., they have three children:
Aliza, a lawyer who recently joined a major New York law firm; Ari, a graduate student in architecture in the
Design, Architecture, and Art Program at the University of Cincinnati; and Naomi, a recent graduate of the
Northwestern University Medill School of Journalism. Says Pescovitz: “I drop everything when they call.”
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Aiming High
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Pescovitz at the Health
System’s new North Campus
Research Complex
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MM: What drew you to the University of Michigan
Health System?
OHP: Two things. The first is the alignment between
the hospitals and the academic medical center under one
umbrella. That’s relatively unique in the academic world.
The Medical School and hospitals are in the top tier of
their respective institutions and they’re so well-aligned,
and we also benefit from being located right on the U-M
campus. But I don’t think that alone would have drawn
me to the position. What really snagged me was learning
the U-M planned to purchase the former Pfizer property,
now called the North Campus Research Complex. That’s
when I decided that if I were offered the position, I was
certain I would take it. In my mind, the opportunity is
unprecedented — to transform not only a university, but
potentially an entire state, into a major player in research,
and especially in the life sciences.
MM: The state and national economies remain deeply
troubled; some volatile debates about health care reform are
taking place; layoffs and closures have added to the unemployed — and potentially uninsured — population: You’ve
stepped up to the plate at a time when the challenges have
seldom been greater. Why?
OHP: Winston Churchill said, ‘A pessimist sees the difficulty in every opportunity; an optimist sees the opportunity in every difficulty.’ I’m an optimist. I believe these
interesting challenges afford us tremendous opportunities.
But it’s not just that I say, what can we make out of these
difficult problems? The truth of the matter is that the
U-M, and in particular the Health System, is a formidable
institution with extraordinary strengths in spite of the fact
that the state is in difficult straits right now. The financial
health of the hospitals is stable, and although the profit
margin is not as strong as it was two years ago, it’s healthy
and has stayed the line. Now, the fact that there’s an economic storm outside means we have to keep our eyes open
because we are potentially at risk, but at the same time,
people should know that this is a very healthy place.
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MM: How would you characterize your management and
leadership style?
OHP: I think of myself as a servant-leader. I’ve been a physician, where I learned how important it is to learn through
observation, to listen carefully. As a scientist, I know it’s important to acquire data, be objective, let experiments tell the
truth, and not let your pre-conceived ideas sway you; I’ve let
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that drive my decision-making a great deal. As a hospital administrator, I’ve learned how important it is to be a member
of a productive team because I’ve also learned what damage
can come from dysfunctional teams. But I think I’ve probably learned the most from being a mother. As a parent, you
want for your child to succeed more than you succeeded, and
your role in life is to create a nurturing, comfortable environment in which your child will be as successful as maximally
possible. My leadership style is a culmination of all those
past experiences. It’s my job to ensure that all the people
who work with me have the resources and environment to
achieve their maximum success.
MM: What vision are you forming for the Health System’s
future? When you think five or 10 years down the road,
what do you see — or wish to see?
OHP: Our vision is to create the future of health care
— through scientific discovery, innovations in education, and
the most effective and compassionate patient care. In this
vision, the U-M Health System will be the leader in health
care, health care reform, the curriculum that will shape tomorrow’s leaders, and biomedical innovation. It’s a bold and
audacious vision that serves as the foundation of an aggressive
strategic planning process we’re launching this fall.
MM: How can Michigan make a difference at the national
level?
OHP: Certainly health care reform is one of the areas where
we can and should be leaders, because we’re already making important contributions that position us well to play a
role nationally. Let me give a few examples that I think are
important. One is our relationship with Blue Cross
Blue Shield of Michigan. As the country looks to
reform health care, there’s a lot to learn from what’s
being done in the state of Michigan, both from the
leadership of an insurance company like Blue Cross

“As my father has always said,
‘My vocation is my
avocation.’ I love to work.
But my family is extremely
important to me.”

The Pescovitz Family in Arizona: Aliza, Naomi, Ari, Ora and Mark

courtesy of ora hirsch pescovitz

and an academic institution like the U-M — and the relationship between the two. In partnership with Blue Cross, the
Health System leads eight collaborative initiatives with other
hospitals in the state that collect and analyze data to continually improve quality of care and outcomes. No other state in
the U.S. has something comparable. We also assist Blue Cross
in its large-scale initiative to transform chronic care delivery
in the outpatient setting, known as the Physician Group Incentive Program. These collaborative programs help hospitals
and physicians improve their care processes through detailed
study of how care is delivered and rapid cycle improvement
projects. They don’t just reward good providers, they cover
the costs of working on improvement, a concept we call payfor-participation. We’ve shown that we get better long-term
outcomes not by penalizing people for bad performance
but by helping them to collaborate and improve. We work
closely with Blue Cross through the Center for Healthcare
Research and Transformation, a non-profit joint venture to
improve healthcare for the people of Michigan and the country. Our Medicare Demonstration Project has used the same
model of redesigning care to improve quality for patients.
It has saved Medicare more than $20 million over the past
three years. The Health System also supports a program in
the School of Public Health, called Value-Based Insurance
Design, which aligns financial incentives by lowering out-ofpocket costs the more clinically beneficial the treatment is to
the patient. We’re on the leading edge in a lot of areas.
MM: Some believe that a greater emphasis on preventive
medicine will yield a corresponding reduction in costs of
health care. What are your thoughts on that?
OHP: I think people used to think that was true, but the
data are increasingly showing that it may not be — but it’s
still a good thing to do! Preventive care may not result in
major cost savings, but it will result in a healthier population and probably a more productive population, which
will make us a better society.

MM: Bob Kelch refers to cultural changes — tighter teamwork, greater organizational self-esteem, improved morale
— as some of his most significant leadership contributions.
Do you have a sense yet of what you would like your legacy
to be?
OHP: When I came here I said to my parents that it
seemed a little challenging in the nadir of the economy, and
my mother said, ‘Well, you don’t have a more difficult job
than President Obama, do you?’ I said, ‘Well, in some ways
it’s a little harder because my predecessor was so beloved!’ I
feel very privileged and somewhat intimidated walking into
such a wonderful institution where the culture has been
transformed in such a positive way by Dr. Kelch’s leadership. In terms of my legacy, I would like it to be one of a
spirit of innovation and discovery, one that builds on the
advances the Kelch era created, where that spirit of collaboration, teamwork and innovation is embraced. I value
the strategic principles that the Health System developed
for the years 2005-10. They are interwoven into the fabric of
the organization. I would like to see growth in the North
Campus Research Complex, and to see us build on Bob’s
trajectory.
MM: What principles guide you?
OHP: The English poet Robert Browning said that a man’s
reach should always exceed his grasp. And Michelangelo
wrote that ‘The greater danger for most of us lies not in
setting our aim too high and falling short; but in setting our
aim too low, and achieving our mark.’ Those concepts drive
me — the notion that you should always aim high — because people need something to shoot for, then set their
lives on a path to achieve those goals. The goals have to be
both important and doable. The goals we strive to achieve
as a health system are important and doable.
MM: Given the responsibilities you hold, how do you
maintain perspective? How do you relax?
OHP: People are different but, as my father always has
said, ‘My vocation is my avocation.’ I love to work. But my
family is extremely important to me. My husband, Mark,
and I collect art and love music, exercise, reading. I used to
play the piano.
MM: You don’t play anymore?
OHP: I used to play at holiday parties — they knew that I
had played piano in the past — but I’d have to practice for
like two months just to be able to play “Let It Snow.” [M]
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transforming medicine through private giving

Moving Medical Science Forward
Craig Sincock believes that
the success of any enterprise, no matter what it is, depends on the quality
of the people who participate. “If you
get the right people and give them
the right support,” he says, “you can
accomplish just about anything — including a dramatic paradigm shift.”
It’s nothing less than a paradigm
shift that Sincock, president and CEO
of Ann Arbor-based Avfuel Corporation, and his wife, Sue, are helping
to catalyze with their gift supporting
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outstanding junior researchers in the
areas of cardiology, cancer, urology
and pediatrics. “Helping young scientists early in their careers helps move
science and innovation forward,”
Sincock says.
The Sincocks recognize that young
investigators often find themselves
in a funding catch-22: their work
is unproven and their ideas novel
— often a barrier with established
funding sources that favor research
with demonstrated progress and

Craig and Sue Sincock (foreground), with the Sincock investigators (from left) Suzanne Dawid,
M.D., Ph.D., who studies antibiotic-resistant strains of pediatric diseases; Theodore Kolias,
M.D., whose work seeks to develop new methods to assess cardiac function using echocardiography; Sami Malek, M.D., (seated), who explores personalized DNA approaches to tailor cancer
therapy to the patient; and David Miller, M.D., who researches population-based patterns of
care for urological problems.
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potential. Without support, young
scientists can’t pursue the work that
would garner the grants to allow them
to continue that very work. Innovative, truly original research can fall
by the scientific wayside, as can those
considering careers in biomedical research. That’s what the Sincocks want
to change.
“These rising young researchers can
thrive in a collaborative environment
backed by more than 150 years of the
U-M as a teaching hospital,” Sincock
says. “Sue and I have great faith in the
University of Michigan.”
Their faith is grounded in part in
their own educational experiences
with the U-M. Craig Sincock holds a
bachelor’s in business administration;
Sue earned her teaching certification and a bachelor’s in education.
Since acquiring Avfuel in 1985, Craig
Sincock’s business philosophy of
“the right people and the right support” has built the company into the
nation’s leading independent supplier
of aviation fuels and services. Both
Sincocks foster a deep passion for
general and business aviation — and
its intersections with medicine and
many other critical areas of daily and
business life.
“General aviation enables the transport of medical equipment, patients,
personnel and organs from place to
place in an expeditious manner that

austin thomason, u-m photo services

Craig and Sue Sincock are passionate — and pragmatic —
about medical progress

would be impossible by ground, and
difficult via scheduled or commercial
airlines,” Craig Sincock says. “The link
between general aviation and medicine
is critical to driving medicine forward.”
Driving medicine forward is the goal
of the Sincocks’ support of young U-M
investigators. “There are all of these
wildly talented and driven investigators
who have some truly fascinating ideas
that will undoubtedly produce treatments and cures in the near future,”
Sue Sincock says. “By giving seed
money to their ideas, we are challenging them and paving the way for their
ideas to get noticed for larger grants.”

That’s exactly what the Sincocks’
gift is doing, according to Suzanne
Dawid, M.D., Ph.D. “Support in the
first years is critical to the development of a productive laboratory,” she
says. “The Sincocks’ generosity has
allowed me to hire additional personnel, which will enable me to move
my research forward at a much faster
pace.”
On both the global and local levels,
the Sincocks have been active philanthropists. In addition to their generous support of U-M investigators,
the Sincocks have contributed to or
volunteered for causes ranging from

the Corporate Angel Network — the
charity organization of the National
Business Aviation Association — to
the Ann Arbor Community Fund.
Regarding their investment in
the future of medicine through the
work of early-career scientists, Craig
Sincock says, “The fields we chose to
support are fields that touch many,
many lives. We would like to see the
investigators we support, who we
feel are among the best and brightest
in the nation, go on to obtain future
grants from large institutions in order
to continue their critical work.”
—RICK KRUPINSKI

Generous Support Targets Prostate Cancer
Gifts of more than $500,000 from
Agilent Technologies Inc., based in Santa Clara,
California, will support prostate cancer research
in the Michigan Center for Translational Pathology, and will be matched by the Prostate Cancer
Foundation as part of the Wolverines Against
Prostate Cancer Challenge. Agilent also has provided the center with nearly $800,000 in stateof-the-art laboratory equipment.
Agilent Technologies is the leading supplier
of electronic test and measurement products,
such as data generators, multimeters and oscilloscopes. Originally the core business started in
1939 by William Hewlett and David Packard, Agilent was formed in 1999 when Hewlett Packard
split off its test measurement business.

The Michigan Center for Translational Pathology has done groundbreaking work in search of a
cure for and better treatment of prostate cancer
— in particular the research of the center’s director, Arul Chinnaiyan, M.D., Ph.D., to target therapies based on his research team’s discovery that
two genes unique to prostate cancer fuse together and can be easily detected. Agilent’s gifts will
further the work of the center, which also holds
important implications for cancer of the breast,
lung, colon and skin.
The Prostate Cancer Foundation, the world’s
leading philanthropic organization for funding
prostate cancer research, is matching gifts to the
Wolverines Against Prostate Cancer Challenge up
to $1 million. —RK
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From the time he doublemajored in chemistry and biology at
the University of Detroit, Ray Ruddon wanted to apply his knowledge
to questions in human health. After
a long and illustrious career doing so,
Ruddon and his wife, Mary Lynne,
have made a $250,000 gift to endow
research in cancer biology in the U-M

Ray and Lynne Ruddon

Medicine at Michigan

Comprehensive Cancer Center
through the Raymond W. Ruddon, M.D., Ph.D., Research Fund
in Cancer Biology. A like amount
from the Ruddons’ estate will
double the endowment’s funds.
Ruddon completed his Ph.D. in
pharmacology at the U-M in 1964
— with thesis work on the mechanism of action of nitrogen mustard,
the first clinically effective anticancer drug — and earned his M.D.
from Michigan in 1967. His career
included time on the U-M’s faculty and as director of the Eppley
Cancer Center at the University of
Nebraska, as well as overseeing science and technology at Johnson &
Johnson Corp. During his years at
Michigan, Ruddon served as chair
of the Department of Pharmacology and it was in that role that
he became one of the founders of
the U-M Comprehensive Cancer
Center.
Says Max Wicha, M.D., professor of internal medicine, Distinguished Professor of Oncology
and director of the Cancer Center,
“Dr. Ruddon played a key role in
organizing and developing a strong
basic science research foundation
for the Cancer Center.”
Though Ruddon anticipated
retiring from Johnson & Johnson,

that chapter of his life was delayed by another Michigan summons, when former
Medical School Dean Allen Lichter invited him to become the senior associate
dean for research and graduate studies.
In that role, Ruddon forged research
collaborations across the University and
initiated innovative programs such as the
Michigan Metabolomics and Obesity
Center, the Center for Computational
Medicine and Biology, and the Translational and Clinical Research Initiative
Program.
Ruddon met his wife while both were
in graduate school at the University of
Michigan; they were married in 1961.
Lynne Ruddon is an accomplished
watercolorist and has exhibited her
paintings across the U.S., including at the
Detroit Institute of Art.
Lynne and Ray Ruddon’s unwavering
commitment to cancer research and improving human health is what led to the
creation of the Raymond W. Ruddon,
M.D., Ph.D., Research Fund in Cancer
Biology — and what Ray Ruddon’s professional life has been all about.
“We want our gift to support research
that has a clear goal of translating into
advances in cancer diagnosis and treatment,” Ruddon says, “and to facilitate
collaborations across disciplines, including basic and clinical science. It’s the way
science should be done — and is being
done at Michigan.” —RK

scott soderberg, u-m photo services

Ruddon Gift Spurs
Translational Cancer Research

Professorships Recently Inaugurated
Seven Medical School professorships

assisted McLaughlin and her husband,

Oncology. Benedick A. Fraass, Ph.D., a

bear the name of the late Frederick

Robert, in her fight against a brain

professor of radiation oncology, is the

Huetwell after the inauguration of the

tumor. Juanita L. Merchant, M.D., Ph.D.,

first Lichter Professor.

Frederick G.L. Huetwell Professorship

a professor of internal medicine and of

in Ophthalmology and Visual Scienc-

molecular and integrative physiology, is

A former U-M

es. Established in 2008 through fund-

the first Pollard Professor.

Medical School
faculty member

ing from the Frederick G.L. Huetwell
Ophthalmic Research Endowment,

Allen S. Lichter

who became the

the professorship honors the gener-

(M.D. 1972), U-M

first female chief

ous 1938 U-M alumnus. Terry J. Smith,

Medical School

at Massachusetts

M.D., a professor of ophthalmology

dean from 1999-

General Hospital

and visual sciences, was installed as

2006 and profes-

in Boston and

the first holder of the professorship on

sor emeritus of

the only female chief of neurology at

September 9.

radiation oncol-

an academic hospital in the nation, is

ogy, was honored

the namesake of the Anne B. Young
Collegiate Professorship in Neurol-

A gift from the Shirley M. McLaughlin

October 26 with the inauguration of

Trust has created three professorships

the Allen S. Lichter Professorship in

ogy. Professor of Neurology Roger L.

in the Medical School; the most recent

Radiation Oncology. Lichter is widely

Albin, M.D. (Residency 1988), is the

— the H. Marvin Pollard Professorship

known for his research into the treat-

first holder of the professorship, which

in Gastrointestinal Sciences — was

ment of breast cancer and spent the

was inaugurated October 27 and made

inaugurated October 5. Nationally

majority of his career at the U-M, serv-

possible through a gift from the Leslie

recognized for his contributions to

ing as chair of radiation oncology prior

Fund Inc. Young, a renowned expert on

research and treatment of pancre-

to his appointment as dean. He cur-

Huntington’s and Parkinson’s diseases,

atic cancer, Pollard served as chief of

rently is executive vice president and

currently serves on the faculty of Har-

gastroenterology from 1940-72. He

CEO of the American Society of Clinical

vard University. —KB

H onor i ng a P i on e e r

The Melvyn Rubenfire Professorship
in Preventive Cardiology
Your gift not only recognizes a visionary clinician and researcher,
it provides continuing support of the lifesaving U-M preventive
cardiology programs that are the core of his life’s work.
Join the Rubenfire legacy. Make a gift today.
To make a gift, or for more information, contact Malika Middlebrooks at mmiddleb@umich.edu or (734) 998-7859.
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Faculty honors & awards

James R. Baker, M.D., received a

research scientist in the U-M Institute

Society’s Elizabeth Narcessian Award

Damen Award from Loyola University

of Gerontology.

for Outstanding Educational Achieve-

Chicago in recognition of his leader-

ments, for contributions highlighting

ship in industry and community, as

Gary Freed, M.D., received the Doug-

dedication or innovation in education

well as his service to others. A 1978

las K. Richardson Award for Lifetime

in the field of pain.

graduate of Loyola’s Stritch School

Achievement in Health Services Re-

of Medicine, he is the Ruth Dow Doan

search from the Society for Pediatric

Reshma Jagsi, M.D., Ph.D., assistant

Professor of Biologic Nanotechnology,

Research. At age 47, he is the youngest

professor of radiation oncology in the

professor of internal medicine, chief

recipient of the award, given annually

Medical School, has been selected

of the Division of Allergy and Clini-

since 2003. Freed is the Percy and

for the Robert Wood Johnson Foun-

cal Immunology and director of the

Mary Murphy Professor of Pediatrics

dation Physician Faculty Scholars

Michigan Nanotechnology Institute

and Child Health Delivery and direc-

Program. Scholars receive three years

for Medicine and Biological Sciences.

tor of the Child Health Evaluation and

of research and career development

Damen Awards are presented annually

Research Unit and of the Division of

support through the program, which

to an alumnus or alumna from each of

General Pediatrics.

is designed to strengthen the leader-

Loyola’s schools and colleges.

ship and academic productivity of
Carmen R. Green, M.D. (Residency

junior medical school faculty who are

John Faulkner, Ph.D., recently was

1992), professor of anesthesiology and

dedicated to improving health and

presented with a proclamation from

associate professor of health man-

health care. Jagsi is one of 20 scholars

the American Physiological Society,

agement and policy, was selected by

selected from across the country for

honoring his extensive and important

the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid

the 2009-12 cohort.

contributions to research, teaching,

Services to serve on the National

and mentoring in the field of physiol-

Advisory Panel on Medicare Education.

John K. Kim, Ph.D., assistant profes-

ogy. The proclamation was presented

She also recently received two awards:

sor of human genetics, has been

at a June 4 luncheon held to honor his

the American Academy of Pain

named a 2009 Pew Scholar in the

49 years of service to the University of

Management’s John C. Liebeskind

Biomedical Sciences. The Pew Chari-

Michigan. Faulkner, the longest-serving

Pain Management Research Award, in

table Trusts this year gave awards to

active Medical School faculty member,

recognition of leadership in identify-

17 early-career scientists who display

is a professor of physiology and of

ing and describing racial disparities

outstanding promise in research

biomedical engineering, and a senior

in pain; and the the American Pain

relevant to the advancement of human
(continued on p. 46)
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John Rectenwald: Dedication in the Horror of War

A vascular surgeon and assistant professor
of surgery and of radiology, John Rectenwald, M.D. (Fellowship
2005), didn’t hesitate when he received an e-mail message from
the Society for Vascular Surgery asking members to provide
relief for overworked vascular surgeons in military hospitals
around the world.
His motivation? “It sounds cheesy,” he says, “but I wanted to
do my part, as best I could. I think about these young people
overseas, puting their lives on the line while we sit here in our offices and it’s life as usual. It comes at a price and we don’t see the
cost of what they’re doing. I thought if I could help in any way,
I’d like to do that.”
But nothing could have prepared him for the realities he encountered late last spring as a volunteer in the surgery rotation
at Landstuhl Regional Medical Center at Ramstein Air Base in
Germany, where many soldiers injured in Iraq and Afghanistan
are treated. He certainly saw “the cost of what they’re doing.”
Injuries include blast wounds from improvised explosive
devices (IEDs) and high-velocity injuries from projectiles and crashes. The consequences are horrific,
and many of the patients Rectenwald treated had already had multiple operations before they arrived at
Landstuhl.
“It can be stressful,” he admits. “Some of these wounded soldiers have suffered severe trauma. They’re
transported in aircrafts on ventilators, on pressors, and in critical condition. Their injuries can be extensive and life threatening. Some were horribly injured.”
As ghastly as the situation was, Rectenwald was impressed by the efficiency, passion and dedication the
military’s medical personnel brought to their jobs. “The military has a streamlined system of taking care
of these critically injured soldiers,” he says. “The process starts on a battlefield in Afghanistan or Iraq and
they can be in Germany or Walter Reed in five days, having had several surgeries along the way.”
When an injured soldier arrives at a new location, the personnel there are already familiar with his or
her situation, thanks to weekly video conferences among surgical staff at the forward hospitals and their
colleagues at Landstuhl, Walter Reed, Bethesda Naval Hospital, or Brooke Army Hospital in Texas.
“When those patients come in, everybody is up to speed and there’s really good continuity of care,”
Rectenwald says. “They can say, ‘I remember this guy. He was wounded by an IED and has these injuries, and he’s had this done and this done and this is what we need to do when he arrives.’
“The military medical corps is very dynamic,” he adds. “They really stress quality control. If something
doesn’t go well, they quickly study it to see what happened and determine how they might be able to
prevent it in the future.”
His strongest praise is reserved for the level of commitment he saw, which was both exceptional and
without exception. “The thing that struck me most is how dedicated everyone is — from the medics on
the field to the people at Walter Reed and all stops in between — to taking care of these kids,” he says.
“And what a good job they do.” —JEFF MORTIMER
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health. Scholars receive research sup-

cess of the CDC’s response to H1N1

tion’s annual meeting in May in Wash-

port and join a community of scien-

influenza during the spring of 2009.

ington D.C. Fellowship is one of the

tists that encourage collaboration and

In April, he was asked to serve on the

highest honors the ACR can bestow

the exchange of ideas.

CDC’s panel of experts who advised

— approximately 10 percent of ACR

the federal government in its public

members achieve this distinction.

Matthias Kretzler, M.D., associ-

health response, and continues in this

ate professor of internal medicine

capacity as the nation gears up for a

William W. Roberts, M.D., associ-

in the Department of Nephrology,

second wave of the pandemic. Markel

ate professor of urology, received

received the 2009 Young Investigator

is the George E. Wantz Distinguished

the Astellas Rising Stars in Urology

Award from the American Society of

Professor of the History of Medicine,

Award from the American Urological

Nephrology. His research in transla-

professor of pediatrics and commu-

Association Foundation for his project

tional systems biology has changed

nicable diseases and director of the

“Histotripsy for Benign Prostatic

the way the U-M Health System diag-

Center for the History of Medicine.

Hyperplasia.” His work was cited for

noses kidney patients, and physicians

providing an outstanding example of

also plan to change their treatment

James E. Montie (M.D. 1971), profes-

research with the potential to provide

according to his research. The award

sor of urology and the Valassis Profes-

significant insight into major urologic

is presented annually to an individual

sor of Urologic Oncology, received a

diseases. The award supports the

with an outstanding record of achieve-

St. George National Award from the

careers of young urologists who are

ment and creativity in basic or patient-

American Cancer Society. The award

making a long-term commitment to

oriented research related to the func-

honors those who serve their commu-

urologic research.

tions and diseases of the kidney.

nity in support of the society’s mission
of saving lives from cancer. Montie

Kevin Tremper, M.D., Ph.D., the

Howard Markel (M.D. 1986), Ph.D.,

volunteers as vice president of the

Robert B. Sweet Professor of Anesthe-

received a certificate of apprecia-

board of directors for the ACS Great

siology and chair of the Department

tion from the acting director of the

Lakes Division.

of Anesthesiology, was elected as the

U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
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next president of the Association of

Prevention and the director of the

Perry G. Pernicano (M.D. 1984),

University Anesthesiologists; his two-

Coordinating Office for Terrorism Pre-

assistant professor of radiology, was

year term will begin in April. The AUA

paredness and Emergency Response

inducted as a fellow in the American

aims to advance the art and science of

for having contributed to the suc-

College of Radiology at the organiza-

anesthesiology.

Kretzler

Montie

Roberts
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Faculty books & journals

Create
the
Future

in print

Edited by Gerard M. Doherty, M.D.,

C. Tsen, M.D.; and Cynthia A. Wong,

Norman Thompson Professor of Sur-

M.D.: Chestnut’s Obstetric Anesthe-

gery: Current Diagnosis & Treatment:

sia: Principles and Practice, fourth

Surgery, 13th edition. McGraw Hill

edition. Mosby Elsevier, 2009.

Medical, 2010.
Edited by William J. Weadock
By Jeffrey M. Jentzen, M.D.,

(M.D. 1992), associate professor of

clinical professor of pathology: Death
Investigation in America: Coroners,

radiology; and Thomas L. Chenevert, Ph.D., professor of radiology:

Medical Examiners, and the Pursuit of

Emerging Concepts in MR Angiogra-

Medical Certainty. Harvard University

phy: Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Press, 2009.

Clinics of North America, volume 17,
number 1. Saunders, 2009.

Edited by Karin M. Muraszko,

The new C.S. Mott
Children’s Hospital and
Women’s Hospital will
create an environment of
quality care, building upon
Michigan’s long tradition of
excellence in children’s and
women’s medicine.

M.D., Julian T. Hoff Professor and

Edited by Wendy R. Uhlmann

chair of neurosurgery; and Deborah

(M.S. 1987), clinical assistant pro-

L. Benzil, M.D.: Heart of A Lion, Hands

fessor of internal medicine and of

of a Woman: What Women Neuro-

human genetics; Jane L. Schuette,

surgeons Do. The Donning Company

M.S., clinical instructor of pediatrics

Publishers, 2009.

and communicable diseases and of

Edited by Linda S. Polley (M.D.

human genetics; and Beverly M.
Yashar (M.S. 1997), Ph.D., associate

1991, Residency 1995), professor of

professor of human genetics and of

anesthesiology and director of the

ophthalmology and visual sciences:

Division of Obstetric Anesthesiology;

A Guide to Genetic Counseling, sec-

David H. Chestnut, M.D.; Lawrence

ond edition. Wiley-Blackwell, 2009.

Help create the future ...
support Mott today!
To support the new hospitals, go
to www.medicineatmichigan.org/
gifts, call (734) 998-7705, or use
the envelope provided within this
issue of Medicine at Michigan.
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Class Notes

60s

James G. Ravin (M.D.

Bingham Farms,

1968, Residency

Michigan, a Web

1974) recently co-

site dedicated to

authored with

providing profes-

Michael F. Marmor,

sional information

M.D., The Artist’s

to pathologists

Eyes, a book about

and pathology lab

the health, espe-

personnel.

cially ocular, of
well-known artists
such as Claude
Monet (who had cataracts) and Georgia

90s

Frederick “Rick” Ganzi
(M.D. 1990) completed
the 56-mile Comrades

MCAS Honors Alumni
The Medical Center Alumni
Society paid tribute to two
alumni on September 23 at the
annual MCAS Awards Dinner.
Norman S. Talner (M.D. 1949,
Residency 1952), left, an
emeritus professor of pediatrics
at Yale University School of

O’Keeffe (who suffered from macular

Marathon in South

Medicine and Duke University

degeneration). The book also covers

Africa, the world’s

School of Medicine, received the

artists’ use of visual phenomena. Ravin

oldest and largest

Distinguished Service Award.

is an ophthalmologist in private practice

ultra-marathon.

in Toledo, Ohio, and a clinical associate

Cheering him

professor at the University of Toledo Col-

on was his wife

Louis C. Argenta (M.D. 1969,

lege of Medicine.

of 19 years, Lois

Residencies 1977 and 1979),

Ganzi (M.D. 1990),

80s

John Goldblum (M.D.

who practices with him at Macatawa

1989) recently pub-

Anesthesia, PC, in Holland, Michigan. Of

lished two textbooks:

the 13,000 runners, Ganzi placed as the

Enzinger and

first American overall, and was the only

Weiss’s Soft Tissue

American to receive a silver medal.

Tumors, fifth edition, and Surgical

Michael Halpern (M.D. and Ph.D. 1992),

Pathology of the GI

a senior health

Tract, Liver, Biliary

scientist at RTI

Tract and Pancre-

International in

as. Goldblum has

North Carolina,

been a gastrointestinal and soft tissue

was named an

pathologist at the Cleveland Clinic since

RTI senior fellow.

1992, and chair of its Department of

Selected staff

Anatomic Pathology since 2001.

The Distinguished Achievement
Award was given to

right, who founded the
Department of Plastic and
Reconstructive Surgery at Wake
Forest University and served as
the Distinguished Howell
Professor and chair there for
20 years before earning
emeritus status. —MF

receive the honor
in recognition of their commitment to
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Nat Pernick (M.D. 1983) has started

science, technology, research and policy

The Detroit College Promise, a charity

analysis to improve the human condi-

for Detroit Public School students. For

tion. Halpern also is an adjunct professor

2009-10, the fund will provide college

at the Rollins School of Public Health at

scholarships for 138 eligible students at

Emory University in Atlanta, and at the

Cody High School in Detroit. Pernick is

Public Policy Institute at Georgetown

president of PathologyOutlines.com, in

University in Washington, D.C.
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Visit www.medicineatmichigan.
org/MCAS/awards.asp for
nomination forms and more information. Nominations for 2010
awards must be postmarked by
January 31, 2010.

J. Adrian Wylie
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The Inevitable Work of Vik Kheterpal

If Vikas “Vik” Kheterpal (M.D. 1991) needed
verification that his work at the intersection of information technology and medicine is meaningful, he got it
when he and his wife took her father to the emergency
room on Thanksgiving last year. Kheterpal’s brother, his
wife and her four siblings also are physicians.
“The ER physicians asked several detailed questions,
and to most of them we could only say ‘I don’t know,’ ”
he recalls. “There were six M.D.s in the family standing
there, and our ability to help him was crippled by the
lack of access to his medical records.” Kheterpal’s fatherin-law is doing well, but getting patients on the same
page with their information still has a long way to go.
Kheterpal fell in love with computers after his family
immigrated to suburban Detroit from India in 1980,
when he was 14, and he was already the founder of a
successful plant floor automation software company
when he entered the U-M’s Inteflex Program — a former
seven-year, combined undergraduate and medical school
program — three years later.
He continued running the company while in medical
school, in addition to automating surgery professor Robert Bartlett’s (M.D. 1963) ICU patient flow sheet, in part
because Kheterpal was tired of the tedium of collating
information for rounds. After earning his M.D., Kheterpal decided to focus on his business, Systems Engineering
Consultants (SEC) Inc., instead of pursuing a residency.
General Electric acquired SEC in 2000 — many of its
software products are still in use throughout the U-M
Health System — and Kheterpal led the GE clinical IT
business until 2003 when he left to start a new company.
CareEvolution Inc., based in Dexter, Michigan, provides
technology for deploying health information exchanges.
The company focuses on connecting hospitals and
physician practices, so they have access to one another’s
automated medical records.
“Dr. Bartlett thought it was a little crazy to walk away
from being an M.D. at Michigan,” he says, “but I thought,
it’s happening now, the technology is here, and I couldn’t
not pursue it. And I couldn’t have been more wrong. It’s

been 18 years, and now the next decade is considered the
decade of health care IT. Health care is slow to change
— things take longer than you think.”
That never shook Kheterpal’s conviction that information technology can make health care more efficient
financially and more effective clinically. “The fundamental problem is that information doesn’t keep up with the
pace with which the patient moves through our fragmented system,” he says. “So when a patient shows up at
the ER, we waste time getting information, and we incur
risk that we do the wrong thing. Our innovation was that
there ought to be a patient-centric information model.”
There’s plenty of resistance to implementing his vision. Some doctors say keeping track of information
already available to them is sufficiently challenging, and
a reimbursement system that Kheterpal calls “perverse”
doesn’t encourage sharing data with institutions viewed
as competitors.
“I heard a speaker at a conference a few years ago say,
‘Inevitable things eventually do happen.’ This is inevitable. It is going to happen.” —JEFF MORTIMER
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Lawrence Keith Gates, M.D.

Houseal and four others were killed by

(Residency 1958), died July 29, 2009,

a sergeant who was receiving treat-

Gilbert M. Bazil (M.D. 1953) died

at age 88. He earned his M.D. from the

ment at a mental health clinic at Camp

September 17, 2008, at age 80. Bazil

University of Utah and completed an in-

Liberty in Baghdad. Houseal counseled

received his bachelor’s degree at the

ternship at Rhode Island Hospital before

soldiers at the clinic and had previously

U-M in 1950. He resided in Bloomfield

serving in the U.S. Army Air Corps. He

practiced psychiatry for 12 years at

Hills, Michigan.

then went into general practice in Logan,

Texas Panhandle Mental Health Mental

Utah. Six years later, Gates developed

Retardation in Amarillo. A father of

Frederick B. Berry, M.D. (Residency

an interest in ophthalmology and came

seven, he also was a pilot and certified

1960), died July 20, 2009, at age 82. He

to the U-M for residency training. He

flight instructor.

was a family practitioner in Arkansas.

returned to Utah and practiced ophthalmology until retirment.

Jack L. Court (M.D. 1954, Residency
1959), of Newport Beach, California,

Margaret E. Grigsby (M.D. 1948)
died June 24,

Kenneth C. Lay, M.D. (Residency

2009. She was 86.

1968), died September 6, 2008. He was

James R. Dehlin (M.D. 1944), of

The only woman

67. Lay was a commissioned officer in

Gladstone, Michigan, died August 27,

to graduate in the

the U.S. Navy for two years, and prac-

2009, at age 91. He earned a bachelor’s

Medical School

ticed orthopedic surgery in California for

degree in pharmaceutical studies at the

Class of 1948,

36 years. He resided in Lake Arrowhead,

U-M before receiving his medical degree.

Grigsby was a

California.

Dehlin completed a residency at Hurley

professor emerita

died March 19, 2009. He was 83.

Hospital in Flint, then served as a surgi-

of internal medicine at Howard Univer-

Marvin Joe McKenney, M.D. (Resi-

cal officer with the U.S. Army during the

sity Hospital in Washington, D.C., having

dency 1963), of Petoskey, Michigan, and

American occupation of Germany. Upon

retired in 1993. In the late 1960s she

Lenacto, Florida, died June 5, 2009, at

discharge, he established a practice in

worked for the World Health Organi-

age 75. He received his undergraduate

Gladstone and remained there through-

zation and the Centers for Disease

and medical degrees from Stanford

out his 60-year career, delivering more

Control, overseeing millions of small-

University and completed an ophthal-

than 3,000 babies. In 2004, Dehlin

pox vaccinations in northern Nigeria.

mology residency at the U-M. McKenney

received a Distinguished Humanitarian

Grigsby endowed a scholarship fund in

was a founding partner of Lansing Oph-

Award from the U-M Medical Center

the Medical School in 2005.

thalmology in Lansing, Michigan, where

Alumni Society.

he practiced until retirement. Gifts in his

William K. Hass (M.D. 1954) of
James Bartlett Fish (M.D. 1954,

memory may be made to the U-M W.K.

Tenafly, New

Kellogg Eye Center, 1000 Wall St., Ann

Residency 1961),

Jersey, and Bolton

Arbor, MI 48105.

79, died July 6,

Landing, New York,

2009, after a long

died July 6, 2009,

illness. Fish was

at age 79. He was

dencies 1950 and

a captain and

a professor of

1951), died May 21,

general medical

neurology at New

2009. He was 89.

officer in the U.S.

York University

Sanders served as

Army from 1956-

Medical Center and co-author of the

a pilot and flight in-

book Aspirin, Platelets and Stroke.

structor in the U.S.

58. He practiced orthopedic surgery in
Watertown, New York, for 35 years, and
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Sherman A. Kay (M.D. 1952) died
January 19, 2009, at age 81.

John Nelson Sanders, M.D. (Resi-

Army Air Corps

was renowned for perfecting a surgical

Matthew P. Houseal (M.D. 1981), a

procedure used to correct a develop-

major in the U.S. Army Reserve, died

then attended the University of Tennes-

mental hip deformity in children.

in Iraq on May 11, 2009. He was 54.

see College of Medicine and completed

Medicine at Michigan

from 1940-45,

residencies there and at the U-M. He

Michigan locations from 1937-73. In

practiced urology in Austin, Texas, for

1973, he relocated to Hendersonville,

35 years.

North Carolina, and continued to prac-

Friends
Frances Ginsberg died June 19,

tice until retiring in 1992 at age 81.

2009, at age 98,

E.H. Newel Smith, M.D. (Residency

in Ft. Lauderdale,

1961), died August 9, 2009. He was 84

Florida. A graduate

and resided in Windsor, Ontario, Canada.

Faculty

of Maxwell Teacher
Training College

During his career as an ophthalmologist at Grace Hospital in Windsor, Smith

John R. “Jack” Pfeifer, M.D., of

in Brooklyn, New
York, Ginsberg and

encouraged many patients to donate

Bloomfield Hills,

their eyes to the eye bank and was an

Michigan, died

early supporter of corneal transplants in

June 4, 2009. He

66 years, Victor (M.D. 1937), who died

Ontario. He was one of four physicians

was 74. Pfeifer

in 2006, were generous benefactors

honored for his service to the hospital

came to the U-M

of the U-M Medical School. Together

when the facility closed in 2004.

in 2000, after a

they established the Frances and Victor

successful career

Ginsberg Professorship in Hematology/

at Providence Hos-

Oncology and the Victor and Frances

Earl E. Weston (M.D. 1963), of

her husband of

Ypsilanti, Michigan, died June 23, 2009,

pital and Medical Center in Southfield,

Ginsberg Scholarship in the Medical

at age 97. He was a general practitioner

Michigan, where he served for 21 years

School, and also supported the Dean’s

and surgeon specializing in indus-

as chair of surgery and oversaw the

Merit Scholarship in the College of

trial medicine in the Detroit area for 40

establishment of a surgical residency

Literature, Science, and the Arts.

years, serving on the staffs of Highland

program. At the U-M, he was a profes-

Park General and Grace hospitals.

sor of surgery, founding director of the

Weston was an amateur ham radio oper-

Division of Venous Disease, and founder

Beach, Florida,

ator, a skill he often used to help others

of the Livonia Vein Center. Pfeifer had

died March 3,

by relaying distress calls and survival

been mentoring Livonia Vein Center

2009, at age 90.

messages during natural disasters and

physicians since his retirement in 2007.

She grew up in

nautical accidents.

Contributions in his memory may be

Parma, Michigan,

sent to the John R. Pfeifer Surgical Pro-

and developed an

Milton “Luke” Falkner White Jr.,

fessorship Fund, Surgery Development

interest in pathol-

M.D. (Fellowship 1992), died May 20,

(Attn: Greg Witbeck), 1500 E. Medical

2009. He was 48. White received his un-

Center Drive, 2110 Taubman Center, Ann

War II, while assisting with autopsies

dergraduate and medical degrees from

Arbor, MI 48109.

at a U.S. Army hospital in Battle Creek.

Margaret Waid (M.D. 1948), of Vero

ogy during World

She completed her medical degree at

the University of Alabama at Birmingham and completed general surgery and

Elizabeth Young, M.D. (Fellowship

the U-M, and went on to internship and

ophthalmology training before coming

1984), professor of psychiatry, senior

residency in forensic pathology in New

to the U-M for a vitreoretinal disease

research professor in the Molecular

Jersey. Her career included blood bank

fellowship in 1992. With partners, White

and Behavioral Neuroscience Institute,

inspection in Florida and Indiana, and

established Retina Consultants of Ala-

and a member of the U-M Depression

heading a medical technology program

bama in Birmingham in 1992.

Center, died September 1, 2009, after a

at Florida International University. In

yearlong battle with leukemia. She was

gratitude for the neuropathology labora-

John Sheldon Wyman (M.D. 1936),

59 and resided in Ann Arbor. Young was

tory experience she received while a

97, died February 16, 2009, in Tucson,

an internationally recognized biological

U-M medical student, Waid in 2000

Arizona. He interned at Hurley Hospital

psychiatrist and neuroendocrinologist

established a charitable gift annuity (the

in Flint, Michigan, and practiced general

who conducted seminal work on stress

first-ever at the U-M) to support educa-

medicine, internal medicine, and emer-

biology and its role in depression and

tion and research in neuropathology at

gency medicine at various southeast

other mood disorders.

the school.
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learning medicine at Michigan today

Sharing Work and Home
Irina Koreen is a third-year

ophthalmology resident, married to
fellow ophthalmology resident Larry
Koreen; they have a 3-year-old son,
Ezra. The Koreens completed the
M.D./Ph.D. program, and Larry also
completed the M.D./M.P.H. program,
at the New Jersey Medical School,
where they met and later married
in 2003.
Interview by Whitley Hill
Photo by J. Adrian Wylie

“

Some couples have separate
work and home lives, and they really
treasure that. We have a shared work and
home life, and it’s great. At home, we don’t
talk about our work until Ezra goes to bed,
but even then, most of our conversations
revolve around our plans for the future.
“We’re getting fantastic training, and we’re
making great memories during our time here
in Ann Arbor.
“I recently had a patient at the VA
hospital. After I explained the diagnosis
and what the treatment plan would be, he
looked at me and said, ‘Thank you so much
for all the hours you spent studying so you
could take care of me today.’ I don’t think
anyone has ever said that to me.
		

”

—Irina Koreen
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In these uncertain times …
supporting the physicians of the future
remains a sound investment.

In today’s economy, you may wonder: Is now the right time to make a scholarship
gift? What you may not know is that the U-M offers a variety of planned giving
options to support medical student scholarships now — while retaining income for
yourself or others during your lifetime and benefiting from substantial tax savings.
Support for our talented, hard-working medical students sends them a powerful message of encouragement. To discuss whether
one of our planned giving options might be right for you, contact B.J. Bess at bjbess@umich.edu or (734) 998-6044.

